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PREFACE

The novels of Ernest Hemingway have always held a
great appeal for me, especially For

Wrlo~

the

Bell

!~.

The simplicity of the emotions and universality of the
themes of this novel have interested me since the first
reading c

r

was curious as to how this nov61 vHiS formed

and how the technique was reached, and decided to do
research in this direction for this thesis.

r

wish to express my appreciation to Dr. Green

Wyrick for his suggestion that

r approach this problem

from the standpoint of point of vievl.

Dr. Wyrick's assist

ance as my first reader has been enthusiastic and rCHarding.
I would also like to thank Dr. Brian Byrd for his
encour'aging observations as my second reader.

L. R. Brooks
Kansas State Teachers College
August 11, 1969

· CHAPTER ONE
The Point of View

The one characteristic that makes an author's books
intrinsically his
intensive

'\"101~k

O'\ffi

is his style.

to develop

all other writing styles.

It takes years of

style that is distinct from

:3

There are as many ways of

presenting material as there are men on the

and vory

ea~th,

seldom does an author cr'eate a style that is u.nique and new
enough to gain world recognition.

Ernest HemingvTt::ly,

hm;eve:t~,

is such an author o
The Hemingway method of narrative writing is unique
because of its effaced quality, or the dj.stance he puts
between himself and his narrator'.

is the point of view.

This s o--c aIled

1\

dis tance 11

The purpose of this thesis is to

examine the \-lOrks of Ernest Hemingway between the years of

1930 and 1940, in rE.:spect to his use of point of vieH, End
to sho\-l that there is a progression tow8r"ds a more objective
method from

l?e~th

l!l

the

Af~£rno<?!l

to F9.£ }'lh2£! ,!:he

B~ll

!El~s,.

H.emingway had established bimself as an ATuerican 8uthOi:'

of the best quality by 1930.

ThA most outstanding of his

works prior to ----,.-.....De~th in the Afternoon are as follows: In Our
_.
--,---_.. "..-,>{.-._----- ----
-~--

1!E1..£ (1925), 19!'.F.9.!1t~..of §.l2..~:~ng~ 0.925); 1'be Sun ,.4.1s.2. nt~i3.iJ_

(1926), Me..!"! Withont v!~~:~~:.. ~(192'7), and A F.~;::'lo"'I~.l~!.2. .~.r.!r~~ (J.929)Q

z;

These works will not be dealt with in this study, because
with the writing of Destq in

~Jle Aft~r~££g,

s non-fiction

book, and the first of its kind by Hemingway, there is a new
development in his writing technique, a development which can
be explicated through a study of the point of viel'l in the
works after 1930 0
Between the yoars of 1930 and 1940, however, Erl1Gst
Hemingway conducted experiments in point of view.

It is a

period of transition l of reassessment of his writing style,
and of an attempt to extend his range in tho writing of
fiction.

It began with the writing of --Deeth -in -the
Afternoon,
..._-- - ......_._---

a "non-fiction" book about bullfighting in Spain, in 1932,
and concluded with the publication of 1"0.£
in 1940 0

Wh~

the

~ell

Tolls

The writing he produced in the interval between

these books

is, frankly, an experiment in point of view.

HemingHsy followed l2£.eth j....!! the After02.9.!! b;y' another
non-fiction \-lork called g..!.'ee"l}

1935.

!E.1Js

of AfEic8., pUblished in

In an interview with George Plimpton, Hemingway

refers to tho two short stories, I1The SnoVlS of Kilinll.mjaro"
and "Tho Short Happy Life of Francis 1-1acombel', If that folJ.oHed

Gr~~ !Ii~)_~ .2.£..Af..!:i.£.~ as having been "invented ."l

He wrote

several other short stories during this period, but these
tv10 are the longest and best dUl'ing the period, and are the

1George Plimpton, "A Interview with Ernest Hemingway,"
!lJ..~ .Q.illJcs, Cflrlos Baker,ed., p. 32.

1iE:,.l~i]~£.'[ _~E...q

3
bridge between the non-fiction and the novels.2'
of Kilimanjaro" was published in

E~_C1uir:£

"The SnOHS

magazine, August,

1936, and "The Short Happy Li.fe of Francis Macombol"''' waD

pUblished in CosmoP"£"'~i~, September, 1936. 3
pUblished his first novel since A
This novel is titled To

Ha~~

and

!~rewe!1

H~~~ ~~,

to

In 1937, he
~

(1929).

and, interestingly

enough, had its beginning as a short story.

Finally, in

1940, he pUbllshed Eor Whom the Bell Tolls, which many critics

agree is perhaps his most artistic novel.
This third decade in the life of Ernest Hemingway is a
very productive one in volume, then, if not in quality.

In

order to write knowingly on the sUbjects he chose, he had
to travel across two continents and study two of the oldest
sports in existence, big game hunting, and bullfighting o
bullfighting came first, as did the bullfighting book.
the opening pages of

Dea~ ~~

1pe

~!ter~~,

The
In

he writes:

So I went to Spain to see bullfights and to
try to write about them for myself • • • I found the
definite action; but the bullfight vlas so far from
simple and I liked it so much that it was much
too complicated for my then equipment for writing
to deal "'1i tho • • and I was not able to vH'i·GO any
thing abou~ it for five years--and I wish I had
~]si ted teno·~
The lack of "equi.prncnt" he speaks of was not completed by the
time he wrote about hunting in Africa, either, because George
Plimpton reports that Hemingway told him the

-..

-----.

QF~~ liill~ ~f

__.----

20131"'108 Baker, yr~8st Ee~in£iwaX: A fifEl §.!2.2£.J:, PP. 60J.~629 0

---

3Ibid o , p. 616.

l~Ernest Hemingway, D~Eth l!!: .th~ h.f1§..r~~9n, po 30

4
Afric.§. is not a novel, but is intended to be a "true lt book
"To see whether the shape of a country and the pattern of a
month's actions could compete with a wOl"k of the imagination.,,5
This is only a reiteration of the foreward of the book, but
it indicates that Hemingway was not certain of his genre,
and that he was still, in 1935, experimenting. 6

It was five

more years, years spent primarily in Cuba and Spein, before
he had the "equipment" he needed o
In Green
Hills of Africa, Hemingway wanted to see if he
- ----could \rri te a "true lt book, and to see if it could compete with
a work of the imagination; that is, a novel or a short story.
There ore two ways it could compete: by selling, and by
critical evaluation.

It has competed very well on the book

stands, but most critics do not consider it is a work to
stand alone.

They immediately compare it with the other

non-fiction work, Death. -in -the .------
Afternoon. The two books
are worlds apart in content; yet, in artistic approach they
are relative.

The autobiographical elements in them are

obvious, and will not be dealt with in this examination, but
what is not so obvious to the casual reader

i~

the similarities

in the points of view in both of these ttnon-fiction lt ....TOrks.
Percy Lubbock maintains that the subject dictates the
method, and that the method of producing drama (and that

5Plimpton,

19.£.

cit.

6Ernest Hemingway, G~.~n. ~~t~l~s .££ Afr,ic.§., FOl>cward o

5
is what HemingHay is most interested in) is the point of
view. 7

If one accepts this premise, then perhaps the reason

Hemingway attempted to write

~

non-fiction book on bull

fighting rather than a fictional wor'k, is that he felt that
the material should be expressed best by not involving
fictional techniques.

In

~~

Hills

£f AZrica, however,

he makes a complicated attempt at binding the two foYms,
non-fiction and fiction, yet here the point of view is more
consistGnt than in

_D_e~a~t_h

in

_t_h~ _A_f_te~~~~g,

subjects of both books are similar o

even though the

A study of the

intracacies of the point of view in these two books could
clear up what he was attempting to accomplish.
These four books and these two short stories were

Wl~itten

in the ten-year period from 1930 to 1940, but before any
application or analysis of point of view on Hemingway can be
made, one must first define one's terms, and point of view
presents a real and dangerous problem.

It is a real problem

because very little has been done with Hemingway's works
in this respect, and it is dangerous because every literate
person has his or her own ideas on what point of view is.
What is point of view?

In general--that is, as a means

of defining and classifying points of view for all literature-
one

m~y

say that there are two primary kinds of point of view;

(1) the point of vieVT which concerns theme, such as that Hhich
concerns love or war; philosophy, such as that which concerns

7Percy LUbbock, T~~ 9r~~~ p~~ ~i~~i2g, Po 253.

6
existentialism or naturalism; or history, such as that of
the Puritans or the Elizabethans i and (2) the point of vie,v
which concerns the personality or char'acter thl'ough whose
eyes one receives or views a story.

The first category

"Till not be discussed at this time, becausEl it involves
something other than what a mere study of techniques i.n
fict.ion could

evaluatc~

The second cateeory is most impor··

tant vrhon one is making a critical study of the techniques
of fiction, or as Norman Friedman writes of it, "'Point of
Vie\-1 , is becoming one of the most useful critical distinct
ions available to the student of fiction today.1t8

Richard

M. Eastman states in another recent study, "Point of view

is one of the novelists' chief means for shaping the reader's
judgement of the action presented."9

It is obvious, there

fore, since Hemingway is such an important American author,
that serious treatment should now be given to the point of
vieH in one of his most developmental periods o
The novelist can tell a story from three general points
of view: (1) he can tell the story in his own words, from
his mm point of vie1-l, and taken from his own opi.nionj

01"

(2) he can tell it from a character's point of view, as that
character observes itj or (3) he can tell the story
a

~

character in the first person, and make that character

BNorman Friedm!'lll, "Point of View in Fiction, n The
Theory of the Novel, Philip Stevick, ed., p. 1090

_

..._,.,)4...

_ _
..

_

...

9Richard :H. Eastman,

!:.

QEJdo~ to ~.h~ ~9.'l£.E.:l, pc> 31-/- ..

7
his narrator. 10

This basic breakdown in point of view,

however is not sufficient to apply to a work of fiction when
more detailed analysis is required.

These basic points of

view can be broken into nine distinct points of view that can
be applied to specific works of Hemingway, and they are as
follows:: (1) editorial omniscience, (2) focal character,
(3) neutral omniscience, .(4) "Ill as \fitness, (,5') "lit as
protagonist, (6) multiple selective omniscience, (7) selective
omniscience, (8) dramatic mode, and (9) camera.

All nine

of these points of view are used by Hemingway at least once
during the ten-year period from 1930 to 1940.

A further

qualification of these terms is necessary, hO'-rever, before
these points of view can be applied critically to the works
themselves.

The following definitions are a'combination of

several author's opinions on point of view, and explained
in relationship to how they apply to Hemingway's

vIOl~ks.

Point of view is generally classified on a scale from
the most subjective to the most objective o

In fiction, the

more sUbjective a "lOrk is, the more one is 8\-rare of the
author's presence.

Yet, whenever details of time, place,

and action begin to sppear, that is, "scene," there begins
to emerge some dcgr'ec of objectivity, and the
a form of its ovm.

wOl~k

takes on

The most subjective point of vieH is

edi tor'ial OYi1i.-dsc ience, for there is very little 3('·ene in
this point of view, and the

auth01~

can view things from any

,.- - _..
10L~on Surmelisn, 1$:.£.h..l}.i9.,~~1'~ o£ ~:Jr.j. ~lE.& E.t.£.t.~~2!}',

po

!~Oo

8
angle at his will.
time and place.

He has a godlike vantage point beyond

He may view things from the front, center,

or periphery, changing whenever he feels like it.

In using

editorial omniscience, the author may choose any time, or
place he wishes, and change it nt will o

This point of view

is characterized by vast generalizations and many authorial
intrusions in the first person, generally about philosophy,
politics, religion, or any aspect of human life.

With this

kind of control the author becomes the subject, and the story
is quite secondary.ll

Hemingway uses editorial omniscience

in the non-fiction works, Death in
Hills of

~~ric~,

~ Afte~~

and

~~~

yet there are places in the fictional works

where authorial intrusions occur that are similar to this
point of vim'1

0

There is a limited field of consciousness in any
narration.

The point of view is the authorls restrictions

upon that field, and in this way he shapes the readerls
jUdgment of the action in the story.

Generally, there is

one main character that the story, or episode, is centered
around.

This character is not always the protagonist, but

he is the character whom the author has focused his narr8tive
upon.

A good definition of just what a focal character is,

is "a witness whereby the reader learns what is going on."12
The testimony of the focal character must be judged by the

llFriedman,

£E. clt., p.

121.

12Eastman, £Ee £JtOl pp. 34~35.
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standards and the morals he reveals, and in this way the
reader can determine the realibility of the narrative.
Neutral omniscience is the same as editorial omniscience
in ever'l respect but one.

Ther'e is no direct authorial

intrusion in neutral omniscience.

This point of view is more

objective, and the author must stick to a tighter form.

He

is still free to view from any angle, and can change focal
characters at will, but he is not capable of breaking into
the narrative and commenting in the first person in his ovm
voice.

The main characteri.stic of omniscience is still

"that the author is always ready to intervene himself between
the reader and the story.,,13

When the neutral omniscient

author describes a character, or sets a scene, he will do
it as he sees it, in the third person, rather than as the
characters view it.

This is true of all omniscient narratorso

Hemingway uses this point of view in Death il"!, the Af.tE}.!.'!t.2.2!l,
and places in some of the fiction, specifically in 1'.9. liava
and

~a~~

Not.

This point of view requires a third person

narrator, with the author having the capability of intruding
in the first person.
does this, but in To

----

In Death in the Afternoon,
..-,, Heminsway
!!ay~

!!,nd Have

~

he intr'udes in second

person, and achieves the same effect o
\t.1hen the narrator is denied any direct voice in the
process of the story, and when it is written in the first
person, then the "I" of the story can either be the "witness"
......

lao

",,,,,,,,_,..-_,,,_

_

13Friedman,

££.

Ei~o, po 1240

10

or the llprotagonist. ll

If the "Ill is the witness, then some=

one else in the story is the focal charactero

The noteworthy

characteristic of this point of view is that the author has
given up all omniscience, and has allowed the witness to tell
the story to the reader.

The witness tells the story as he

observes it, or as h£ discovers it, but about some other
character.

The witness is neither the protagonist, nor the

focal.character, and can therefore observe from far or near,
and from the left, rj.ght, periphery and center, at his ovm
The first major use of this point of view by Hemingway

will o

is in the non-fiction work,

~eath

1£

the

Aftern~o~,

where it

permits him to observe material in the position of an uncon
cerned observer o

Of course, in ..Death -in the
- Afternoon the
Buthor intrudes in his own voice, which destorys any con
""'~.--

sistent use of the point of vieH.
point of view in

1'.£ J.Iav.Q and

Hav~

He uses the "I" as rTitness
Not., but in a very limited

degree cr
In the "Ill as pl>otagonts t point of vi ew the "I" is als 0
the focal character o

It is similar to the witness narrator

in that the author has given up his omniscience o

The "I"

as protagonist is limited entirely to his orm thoughts o

The

reader never sees the feelings and perceptions of other
characters except through their actions and the dialogue,
unless the protagontst wishes to reveal it in his own mind.
The maneuverability of thts point of view is the same as the
"witness" point of vi.ew, but is more objective in technique.
The limitations of this method are various, and will be

11

discussed in detail later.

The only time Hemingway uses

_.-

-

this point of view is in To --_
Have... and --_
Have... _._.
Not, and then only
in the first part of the book o

He uses it extensively in his

earlier novels, however, and in

~H~

and

~ No~

he

seems to have become convinced that it wes not the best
point of view to use under the circumstances of the novel.
Mult.iplc selective omniscience is a simple point of
vieH, desp1.te its title.

One si.mply removes the "I" from

the "Ill as protagonist point of vim.."
person.

and inserts the third

Thi.s gives the author back his poweP of control,

in that he can shift from character to character as the

focal point.

The reader listens to no one directly, because

the story comes entirely through the minds of the characters
"as it leaves its mark there.,,14

It is a more objective

approach in writing fiction, because the reader cen receive
several points of view on anyone situation, for he can
read the thoughts of several characters in Bny one scene.
The first major use of this point of view by Hemingway is
in the short story "'1'he Short Happy Life of Francis Nacombel~."

He later applies it effectively in For

~~~ th~ ~

after having experimented with it in To Have

J£lls,

8n~ Ha~£

Not.

Selective omniscience requires a minor, but very important
change. by the

nal~ratOl~.

In this point of view, the reader

is limited entirely to the mind of only one choracter o
"Central consciousness" and "~tream of consciousness" methods

l1-I-Ibi.d., p. 127.

12

fall under this technique.

It is objective to the extent that

one can trust the reliability of the focal character's
ability of observations, and of his morals and biases.J.L5
Hemingway uses this point of view in IIrPhe SnoHs of
Kilimanjaro" and in sections of To Have
an.dHave
Not, but
--he applies it most consistently and effectively in For Whom

----

~

Bell, !,oll§.o
In all the common fiction, the dramatic mode is probably

the most objective point of view.
inferred.
gets.

All mental states are

What the characters say and do is all the reader

Action is described in the third person with no one

narrating, and no focal character evident.

The author exists

only as a stege director, and the dialogue is spontaneous,
sounding as close to real life as possible.

An extensive

amount of conversation between the characters, with no
emotional states denoted, and no thoughts revealed, is the
main characteristic

of this point of view.

Hemingway uses

it in almost all of his dialogue, especially in

Gree~ Hill~

of Africa and To Have
andHave
The dialogue in For
-- Not.
~ ~h~ Bell Tolls is not as effaced as in the preceding

------

works, and is not truly in the dramatic modeo
The ultimate in objectivity in narrative expression is
the pqint of view of the camera.
completely excluded.

Authorial intrusions are

This point of view is a piece of life

presented like a photograph, or a scene on a television show.

151..b,1..1 . , P • 128.

13
No one is

co~nenting

at all; no author, no character, no god o

One has no insights into the minds of the characters, and
there is no focal character or protagonist, and the action

is primarily scenic, rather than panoramic o 16

Hemingway

never uses this point of view as a consistent
- - - way of present
ing any of his material, but he does ocassionally apply
it at the conclusion of a scene; for example, some of the
description in Death in the Afternoon, the flashbacks in

-----

"The Snows of Kilimanjsl'o," and the final statement in To
~

,!!.nd Have !1oto
These points of view can be applied to the works of

-_

Hemingway during the period between Death in the Afternoon
...• ~-~--

and

Fo~~hom

the Bell

1?11~o

There is a progressive

tendency by Hemingway to make his writing more objective,
end, therefore, more consistent in fonn o
years after he hed written Death in the

It took him eight
Afte£E~

to discover

the right technique for his last major work of fiction in
this ten-year period o

The works are almost self-arranged

for an analysis of this kind.

First, he wrote two non-fiction

works, the second being an improvement in point of view over
the first; second, two long short stories, the second being
an improvement in point of view over the first; third, two
novels, the first a total chaos in point of view, and the
second the tr'iumph in all he had been striving to achieve in
point of view for the past eight years.

--

16Ibid.S' po 130

0

It is logical to

14
begin this study with the first work of this period, Death in

-

the

A:t~.!:noono

CHAP'l'ER THO
Point or View in the Non-Fiction

Point or view is as important in non-riction as it is
in riction, and since Hemingway is primarily a writer or
riction, the point or view in

De~.th

in the p:'fterno,on and

Green Hills 2r Africa, his two non-riction works, are impor
tant as a means or comparison with the works or riction.
These two books being written Hhen they were--that is,
between two periods of productive work in fiction--is enough
to warrant considering them as transitional works, but
in respect to point of view they are particularly interest
ing because of Hemingway's attempts to make them (especially
Green

Hil1~

of

Afri~~)

compete with the works or riction.

The points or view used in these two non-riction works lay
the roundation ror the points or view used in the later
fiction.

Therefore, a detailed explication of the points

or view used in the non-fiction is a necessary prerequisite
for any equivalent study in the fictional works.

These two

books will be analysed chronologically according to date or
publiqation o
Death in the

!ft.ernoo~,

the fir'st non-fiction book, is

a very personal book, and it is much more than just an
introduction to bullrighting.

It is a book which, although

not origionally intended to be fictional, concerns some of

16
the tools of fiction. l ?

It has dialogue, story, and point

of view, all of which are more closely associated with fiction
rather than with non-fiction.
Non-fiction is concerned with things that exist in the
tangible world, objects and people that are, or were, alive,
or standing o

Fiction, on the other hand, deals with the

imaginary side of life, or the things that ?ould happen, or
could exist.

Dea~

..:iE.

~he

Afternoon contains some of both,

non-fictional and fictional elements.

It certainly deals

with tangible objects, such as the history of bullfighting
and bullfighters o

The fictional elements--dialogue, story,

Bnd point of view--can, of course, appear in non-fiction works
and not make it a fictional piece, but when there is a degree
of artificiality in the work, then the genre is debatable.
The question is: is it possible to write a fictional material
into a non-fiction work without destorying the form?
When Hemingway wrote Death in the

Af~~rnoon,

he subjected

himself to a steady discipline of writing that was deliberate
and "passively artificial."18

The best way to examine the

artificial aspects of this book is to look closely at the
points of view used fn it, what they are, when they change,
end, if possible, why they change.

After all, the reason for

discussing point of view is to find out how it relates, adds
/

l7Lincoln Kirstein, "The Canon of Deeth," Hound and
Horn, VI {1933}, 336 0
----- --
18Ibido, p. 340.

17
to, or detracts from the total literary effect. 19
The fict.ional writer is a "maker,"! or a "creator," in
that he makes something that does not exist, or has at
least never existed before.

This is a direct contrast to

the reporter, or the editor, who is merely describing or
telling about something that

alre8~

exists.

The difference

is between real experiences and invented experiences, real
persons and invented persons, and real places and invented
placeso

The writer of fiction must take the invented part

of life and give it the illusion of reality: "he does not,
as the reporter does, attempt to present a copy of real
life.,,20

When one presents a copy, or reports an incident,

one does not select some facts to include in the report, and
reject others.

He includes them all as a part of the whole.

In fiction, however, the author does select only certain
pieces of information to include in the narrative.

He also

selects the point of view o
Dea~h

in the Afternoon is supposedly written in the

first person, as were his first two novels, The Sun Also
Rises, and

~

Farewell to Arms.

Hemingway says that "the

first person gives you great intimacy in attempting to give
a complete sense of experience to the reader.

It is limited

19wayne Co Booth, "Distance and the Polnt-of-View,"
Nove~, Philip Stevick, ed., p. 100.

!h£ Theory of the

20Robert C. Hart, "Hemingway on Writing," College
English, XVII (March, 1957), 315.
--

18
however.,,21

The main reason the first person is limited is

that the author is too obviously in control.

Another reason

is that the "Ill of the story does not always have adaquate
access to necessary information, and may be biased.

Also,

authorial intrusions cause the reader to distrust part of the
empirical narrative.

Too much of the author's voice makes

the work unartistic, and even unpoetic. 22
Death in the Afternoon is not written merely in the
first person, however.

It is a new development, or an

experiment, with Hemingway; this time he writes Ilin a first
person in his

0"''11

disconcerting." 23

character as Hemingvray, and the results are
Hemingway the character in Deat~ in J;!?:_q,

.Afternoon
. .. is somewhat like a persona, not exactly like the
author in all respects, but "a projection of the author's
virtues.,,24
Chapter One in Death in the Afternoon has all tho
characteristics of an editorial omniscience point of view
wri.tten in the fi.rst person o

The part that keeps it from

being "I" as witness or protagonist is the authorial
intrusions.

The person who is telling the story has no

scruples about changing (1) time:

21John Atkins, Ernest HemingwDZ; His ~ork ~nd Person
ality, p. 73.
22Booth, ~. cit., p. 90.
23Edmund Wilson, "HemingVlay: Gauge of Morale, If Henlingw~:
the Man and His 1tlorks, John K. M. McCaffery, ed., p.2Ij2o

-- -- --

-~

---

24Robert Scholes and Robert Kellogg, The Rature of

~arra~iv~, PPo

565-566
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To do this [tell about bullfightini.) I must
be altogether frank, or try to be, and {f those
who read this decide with disgust that it is
written by someone who lacks their, the renders',
fineness of feeling I caD only plead that this
may be trueo But whoever reads this can only
truly make such a judgment when he, or she, has
seen the thlngs thLlt are spoken of and knows truly
what their reactions to them would be.
Once I remember Gertrude Stein talking of
bullfights spoke of her admiration for Joselito
and showed me some pictures of him in the ring and
of herself and Alice Toklas sitting in the first
row of the wooden berreras at the bull l'ing at
Valencia" •• 25
and (2) SUbject;
Also it might be good to have a book about
bullfighting in English and a serious book on
such an unmoral subject may have some value.
So far, about morals, I know only that what
is moral is what you feel good after and what is
immoral is what you feel bad after" • ,,2 6
and (3) place;
• " "the ones that I remember best being Man
of War, Exterminator. • • Epinard, Kzar, Heros
XII, Master Bob, and a half-bred horse, a steeple
chaser like the last two, named Uncas" I had great
admiration for all of those animals, but how much
of my affection was due to the sums staked I do
not know. Uncas, when he won a classic steeple
chase race at Auteuil at odds of better than ten
to one, carrylng m money on him, I felt profound
affection for. • 0 7

2

All of this rambling about is the power that an editorial
author has over the control of his narrative.

Hemingway

says whatever he feels like saying, on any SUbject, and at
any time o
-,~._-_._--------

25Hemingway, Death in ~he Af~~£~£££, p" 1 0
26Ibi~., p" 1+

-

0

27lbid o , p. 50
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The first change in point of view occurs at the end of
Chapter One, where there is no longer any evidence of the
first person narrator, and Hemingway as a character dis
appears for a few paragraphs o

The last two paragraphs are

straight reporting of facts in the third person, or a neutral
omniscient point of view in the third

person~

The spectator going to a bullfight for the
first time cannot expect to see the combination
of the ideal bull and the ideal fighter for that
bull which may occur not more than twenty times
in all Spain in a season and it would be wrong
for him to see that the first time. He would be
so confused, visually, ~y the many things his eyes,
and something which he might never see again in
his life would mean no more to him than a regular
performanceo 28
The two points of view used in Chapter One are both
closely associated with a journalistic style of writing.
This method is effective if it is consistent throughout the
book; that is, beginning with the first person editorial
omniscience with its generalizations, and concluding with
straight reporting.

However, Chapter Two is more confusing

in point of view than Chapter One is.

Hemingway begins with

neutral omniscience, no intrusions, in the third person:
It should be a good thing for him to see a
novillada first anyway if he wants to learn about
technique, since the employment of knowledge that
we call by that bastard name is always most visible
in its imperfection. At a novillada the spectator
may see the mistakes of the bullfighters, and the
penalties that these mistakes carry. He will learn
something too about the state of training or lack
of training of the men and the effect this has on
their courage. 29

281bi9.., p. lJ.t

0

29.Ibid.~ p. 170
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and then returns in his o"m voice to tell a short, divergent
story:
One time in Madrid I remember we went to
a novillada in the middle of the suroner on a
very hot Sunday when everyone •.. had left the
city for the beaches . . .30
At this point he begins to editorialize as he did at the
beginning of Ohapter One.
Chapter Two ends in a different point of view entirely.
Hemingway tells a short story about the death of a bull.
He is not a witness to this death; yet he tells it as if he
is.

It is written in the third person, and resembles the

dramatic mode in point of view.

The editor is completely

gone, and the reader is limited to what the characters in
the story say and do, with no mental states directly revealed,
end no dialogue)l

The story is obviously supposed to be

ironic enough to justify its use here, but it disrupts the
flm.v of the narrative, and makes it difficult to tell where
the author is heading.
There is no new point of view introduced in Chapter
Three, and there are not as many editorial intrusions.

The

first person narrator only appears twice--on pa3e thirty-
end in the concluding paragraph)2

This chapter is primarily

straight reporting of facts about bullfighting.

In the last

paragraph, Hemingway returns with his personal opinions and

30lbid., p. 17.

3~bid., pp. 24-25.
3qbid. ,

p. 34.
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selected empirical material:
Maybe they were queer.
There was never
anything wrong with them.
They always left.
That was until bullfights became respectable.
In nineteen thirty-one I did not see one leave
within range and now it looks as though the
good days of the barreras at San Sebastian are
over. . . 33
Chapter Four seems to follow the same pattern as Chapter
Three, straight jounalism, with occasional intrusions in the
first person.

At the end of this chapter, Hemingway makes

a variation in point of view a;ain.

He tells the story

about Chaves in the first pe,rson "I" as witness point of
view:
We had to watch him all through one feria.
We saw him in five fights, if I remember correct
ly, and once of Chaves is enough for anyone who
is not his neighbor . . . 34
The last remark is another attempt at editorinlizing,
and clashes with the point he is trying to establish for
the telling of the story.
In the span of four chapters, Hemingway uses four
different points of view, and mixes them up in each new
chapter.

In chapter Five he introduces even one more point

of view, and this one is

~~e

disconcerting and out of

place in a book which is supposedly about bullfighting.
He returns to the first person editorial omniscience in the
first part of chapter Five, with all of its privileges

33Loc. cit.

-

--

34 I bid., p. 4:).
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and lack of form. 35

Then in the middle of this chapter, he

returns to straight journalism, sticking to the facts and
not interrupting for a few pages.

He does an interesting

thing at the end of this chapter, however, when he intro
duces a per'son called "Dr. Hemingstein":

"Now there has

or had arisen in America a school of writers who (this is
old Dr. Hemingstein the great psychiatrist deducing) ... ,,3 6
In relation to the point of view in this book, who is Dr.
Hemingstein?

It is not Hemingway as writer, or Hemingway

as a character like one sees. in the earlier chapters going
to bullfights and reporting human interest stories about
Spain.

No, it is not any of these, but another aspect of

Hemingway's invention.

Dr. Hemingstein is not as eye wit

ness to anything, nor is he reporting any facts; he is
merely giving the reader his opinion on a school of writing.37
He is a persona, in other words, invented to permit
Hemingway the writer to express some esoteric literary
thoughts.

Dr. Hemingstein is not the author himself, but

a projection of one aspect of the author's self, or of
his experiences and opinions.

This is not editoriali

zetion, exactly, for the reader realizes the touch of
ironic humor intended by the invention, and does not take
at all seriously what Dr. Hemingstein says.
it in a book about bullfighting?

35Ibid ., p. 47.
36Ibid., p. 53.
37 Loc . cit.

Then why put

The effect was confusing,
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for it broke into a stream of narrative with a new point
of view and a new sUbject, and thus destroyed any chance
of artistic cohesion in the entire chapter.

Therefore,

Hemingway was experimenting with this persona to see what
effect it could have.
There is no sign of Dr. Hemingstein in the succeeding
chapters after he first appears.
he arrives.

He is gone as sUddenly as

Chapter Six opens in the pattern set in chap

ter One, in the first person editorial omniscience.

As

this chapter proceeds, however, the amount of editorializ
ing decreases, until towards the end of the point of view
is almost the thrid person neutral omniscience again.

The

narrator is concentrating on the fine dotails of the arrival
of the matador and other bullfighting material.

The point

of view in this chapter is about the closest Hemingway ever
gets to any consistenc Yo 38
Hemingway experiments with several new points of view
in Chapter Seven.

The point of view beginning the chapter

seems the same, except that now the reader is being referred
to in the secon~ person "you":

"At this point it is

necessary that you see a bullfight o

If I were to describe one

it would not be the ono that you would soe • • • "39

Hemingway

assumes that the reader has already been to a bullfight
and begins to talk to the reader in an artificial conversation. 40

38f bid., pp. 57-61.
39.:f~i.3.(l1 po 63.
l~OLoc 0 cit 0

-- -
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The strange thing is that someone answers him!

The scene

is in a Spanish caf6, and supposedly HeminGway is holding
audience to find out who liked and who disliked the bullfight:
"Didn't anybody like the bullfight?
bullfight at all?
not.

No answer.

Did you like it madDme?

Didn't anybody like the

Did you like it sir?
Decidedly not ... "4 1

the aficionado is asking the questions.
Obvi0usly,

s~me

tourists in the

words "no ansiVer"?

caf~.

I did
Hemingway

Who is answering?
What about the two

1;.lhose point of view are these two words?

There is an omniscient narrator at work in this narrative.
He is an observer, and permits the re2der brief glimpses of
what is going on, but for the most part he is not involved J
and one must deduce the progress of the action entirely from
the dialogue.
Hemingway goes on with this dialogue until he finds
someone

w~o

likes the bullfight:

An old lady in the bac!:s. of th~ !,CJo~: What
is he saying? What is that young man asking?
Someone near her: He's asking if anyone
likedthe bullfight:
Old~:
Oh, I thought he was asking if
Bny of us wanted to be bullfighters.
Did you like the bullfight, madame?
Ol~~: I liked it very much,Lt 2
With the introduction of Old Lady, Hemil1gway found
e means of

c~ntinuing

with his narrative about bullfighting.

He was looking for a different way of approaching his
material, of keeping it from becoming monotonous, and of

41Ibid., p.
42 Loc . cit.

64·
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presenting it to the reader in a new and illuminating wayo
The method he chose was a form of dialogue, in whi.ch
Hemingway the aficionado explains all the ramifications and
the history of bullfighting to a little old lady who liked
to watch the bulls hitting the horses:
The bullfight book progressed very slowly
until Ernest conceived a character called the
Old Ladyo 0 .with such a one to talk to, Ernest's
progress accelerated • • • 43
The important thing is that Hemingway "conceived" the Old
Lady.

He created her.44

fill a need he saw in a

She is a fictional character, to

~-fiction

book o

The character

that Hemingway himself assumes for as long as he is talking
to the Old Lady is not to be confused with the editorial
author in the earlier chapters.

The author no longer has

to break into the narrative to insert an opinion or a
generalization about something; the character can do that
whenever he chooses.

In other words, this is not Hemingway

the author speaking here, nor is it Dr o Hemingstein, but
it is again, a persona invented to express one aspect of
the author's

~xperience.

After this character is introduced,

the aficionado lectures to her for a few pages on the fine
points of bullfighting, and then he permits her to speak
again.45

Thus, in almost a dramatic mode point of view

resembling an extract from a play, Hemingway ends the most

43Baker, A Life St~rl' po 2140
44Robert Coates, Kew Yo~ke~ (1932)~ 61.
45Hemingway, Death in the After~oon, p. 70.
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confusing chapter of the book.
Chapter Eight begins with the narrator continuing his
lecture on bullfighting to the OJd Lady.

The narrator

occasionally enters his own o~inions in the first person.4 6
The chapter offers nothing new in point of view, except that
in the anecdote about Meera there is a conversation in the
third person.l~7

With this technique, Hemingway can have

stories within stories and never rerlly change the primary
point of view, which is the editorial omniscience.

However,

within the frame of his point of view--that is, _as a lecturer
to the Old Lady--he can have various changes in distance.
For instance, in one place he becomes en eye witness reporter
in the first person once again:
The next time I saw him he had been gored
in the neck in Barcelona. The wound was c los cd
with eight stitches and he w~B fighting, his neck
bandaged, the day after . . . :..J
At the conclusion of the chapter, the Old Ledy again asks
some questions about bullfighting.

The reader is never

permitted to see her thoughts, so she is merely
thrnugh which

He~ingway

relays his material.

important only in that respect.

8

convention

She is

One can form a mental

image of what she must look like, but it is a stereotype
of ell old 18dies . . She hes no real personality of her own,
Bnd is the personification of the ideel audience for the
Bficionedoto lecture to.

!~6Ibid., p. 74.
47 Ib id., pp. 75-79.
48Ibid., p. 79.
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Under the disguise of still reporting to the Old Lady
about bullfighting, Hemingway opens Cha?ter Nine by referring
to the general second person "you" again.

The Old Lady

is still listening, but now Hemingway is telling about a
bullfight that the Old Lady has ~lre~~ seen.49

The last

few psges of Chapter Nine end in the pattern set up for the
Old Lady chapters, with the rapid, stichometrical dialogue
that is characteristic of Hemingway's fiction.

The only

change is that each speaker is designated by name, as in a
Hemingway is now refe~ring to himself as the "author."SO

play.

The Old Lady accuses the "author" of being prejudiced, and
the "authop" repJies:
Madame, rarely will you meet a more prejudiced
man nOr one who tells himself he keeps his ~ind more
open. But cannot that be because one part of our
minds, that which we act with, becomes prejudiced
through experience and still we kee? anoth~r part
comoletely open to observe and judge with?/l
This is the key to the many personas and points of view used
in Death in !he Aftern:)on, for HemingwDy the "author" does
feel prejudiced, and he needs a more honest and objective
vehicle to express his observations and experiences.

He

wants his narrative to be objective so that the reader can
judge it for what it is, and not for how it is presented.
One is never more aware of the controlling author than at
this moment in the book.

4 9 Ibid ., pp. 84-87.

--~OIbid., p. 93 •
.--'

.

5lIbid., p. 95.

Hemingway is trying to keep the
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book objective by changing the point of view in every chapter.
The author talking to the Old Lady is en invented aspect of
Hemingway the author, and because of this artificiality one
is tempted to distrust most of what he says.

As the "author"

says, however, there is one pert of his mind that he keeps
completely open to observe and to judge with.

The part is

not Dr. Hemingstein, or the "author" or Hemingway the
aficionado, but the part is the reel Hemingway who is writing
the entire book, and even though he rarely speaks directly
to the reader, one is always. aware of him.

If this is true,

how can one trust anything that is said by any of the other
per son a s when ono knov.1S t h Bt the y ere not "lh a t the y see m, but
that they are artificial and subject to the many prejudices
of their character?

The illusion of reality that a point

of view is supposed to substantiate is then destroyed by
its inconsistency, and then the point of view cannot be
trusted.

If

on~

can not trust the

reli~bility

of the

character's information, then any attempt at verisimilitude
is gone, and the book is a failure as an artistic expression
of reality.

It is the csse in Death in the Afternoon.

Chapters Ten and Eleven follow the pattern set up in
Chapter Nine, beginning

wit~

the first person editorial

omnisqience, yet still reporting directly to the Old Lady
and the "author," and inadvertently to the reader.

The

point of view is still from the eyes of the author; yet the
idea thet he is speaking to en p.rtificial character renders
his

informeti~n

somewhE't dubit)us.

One can not trust every

30
th ing he sa ys •

At the end of thi s c ha pte r, Heming'o"lay drops

the dramatic designation of speakers completely, but the
lest few pages resemble the dramatic mode, with the Old Lady
being the focel character instead of the Buthor.52
When Hemingway finished his lecturing in Chapter Twelve,
he tells the Old Lady. "There is not e word of conversation
in the chapter, madame, yet we .have reached the end.
very sorry.,,53

I'm

The Old Lady says she is tired of hearing

about animals (as the average reader is by this time), and
\

wants to hear something "amu~ing yet instructive."54

In

response to her request, he tells the story about how men
die in war, called

"A

Natural History of the Dead," written

for the most part in the first person "I" as a witness.
Yet the author is still comoletely in control as an editor,
for

the~e

are frequent interruptions by the Old Lady.

story has no conversation in it,

8S

This

he had promised; so the

Buthor tells another story, not ahout bullfighting at all,
but about humane treatment of the wounded.

Once the conver

sation starts, the story is told in dramatic mode, with no
authorial intrusions, or the first person of any kind:
The stretcher-bearers came in.
"Captain Doctor," one of them said.
"Get out of here," said the doctor.
They went out.
"I will shoot the poor fellow," the artillery
officer said. "I am 8 humane man. I will not let
him suffer."

52 Ibid ., pp. 120-123.
531bid., p. 132.
54 I bid., P • 133.
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"Shoot him then," said the doctor. "Shoot him.
Assume the responsibility. I w~ll make a report.
Wounded shot by lieutenant of artillery in fir~§
curing post. Shoot him. Go ahead shoot him."
It is not clear what all of this has to do with bullfighting
in Spain, or what it has to with HeminGway.

One thing is

clear, and that is th8t the point of view is completely
different from what it is in the rest of the chapter.

There

is no real focel character, unless it would be the doctor,
Bnd the narrator is omniscient to t he point of obscurity.
This point of view is on the opposite ~nd of the objectivity
scale from the editorial omniscient paint of view used else
where in the chapter.

It is only one more disconcerting

element in the bo,)k.

It is interesting material, but does

not belong in

B

book which is supposed to be a non-fiction

book on bullfighting.

Hemingway was obviously experimenting

to see what the effect would be by inserting such material.
Chapter Thirteen is fifteen pazes of straight bullfight
stuff, the first person editorial omniscience, no Old Lady
at all, and little intrusions for the purpose of telling
something that is the same method used in t he first chapters;
that is, many intrusions and opinions on subjects not really
rela ted to t he bullfighting.

The comments directed to the

Old Lady at the end of the chapter sound like Dr. Hemingstein
again, but there is no designation of the" speaker. 56

55 Ibid .,
56 Ibid .,

p.

1L~2.

p. 173.
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The point of view in Chapter Fifteen becomes more
complicated.

Hemingway starts by telling about bullfights

to the Old Lady, the same as usual.57

The story at the end

of the chapter is told in a frame, the first person "I" as
witness telling the Old Lady the story in the third person
selective omniscience.

We only see the thoughts of one

character in this story, that of the newspape~lan.58 The
ehapter concludes with a discussion of how to end a short
storyo
In Chapter Sixteen, the, Old Lady does not appear; she
has served her purpose, as belated as it is, and the rest
of the book must be devoted to information about bulls
and their human killers: "What about the Old Lady?
gone.

We threw her out of

late you sayo

th~

book, finally.

Yes, perhaps a little late."59

She's

A little
The

point of view has changed again, of course, in this chapter,
especially in the section quoted above, but changed only
in a shift in distance between the author and the reader,
another utilization of his power.
section quoted above?

Who is the "we" in the

This is not just the author speaking

here, but a combination of the author and Hemingway himself.
The two of them have agreed that the Old Lady is no longer
neede~,

so they threw her out o

This is a convention like

any other writing device, and perhaps in this kind of work,
Death

~

the

Aftel~noon,

57Ibid o, p. 180

58JEid.,

it ",ould be better left unused

0

pp. 180-181 0

59Ibid.,
p. 190~
..........-

0
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Once the Old Lady is gone there is no longer a vehicle
available to continue the narrative.

The reader is left

hanging with the feeling that he is no better off than
the author.

With no Old Lady to talk to, the author must

devote his letters to the reader only, and he does precisely
that for the rest of the book.
Chapters Seventeen through Twenty cover eighty pages;
they consist of

bullfi~ht

material written in first person

editorial omniscience, with

freql~ent

tntrusions by the author

as he did in Chapter One, and mainly biography about famous
bullfighters.
The point of vie1rT in Death in the Afternoon is the
element which makes it confusing and distracting.

Obviously

Hemingway was trying various points of view to see what
effect it would have on the entire book.
that:

He admitted later

"1 prepared myself for writing in the third person

by the discipline of writing Death ir} the Afternoon . •• "60
Death in the Afternoon, however, is written primarily in
the first person, but there are a great many different
points of view used, in which Hemingway was most likely
experimenting for use in later works.

The points of view

used in Death in the Afternoon run the complete scale in
objectivity, from the editorial omniscience to the use of
the camera.

Perhaps the real worth of Death in the Afternoon

should not be passed until the subseque;t works have been
appraised in the same manner.
60Atkins, l~. cit.
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The material for Green Hills of Africa was gained when
Hemingway took a hunting trip to Africa in
He returned in

Marc~

Novembe~

1933.

1934 after having been away for five

months; the trip provided him enough subject matter to
write anothur non-fiction book end several short stories.61
Green Hi11s of Africa was published on October 25, 1935,
only six months after his return from Africa. 62
The point of view in Green Hills of Africa is more
consistent than the point of vievl in Death

i~

the Afternoon.

Hemingway's admission that the book was an attempt to make
non-fiction compete with a work of fiction is sufficient
evidence that he was still exploring a new genre.
critics believe Green _._Hills -
of

Afr~ca

of the autobiographical content:

is a failure because

"Green Hills of

is a failure to--Falling between the

Some

t~o

personal exhibitionism and fiction ••. " 63

genres of

Afri~a

_

The technique

of trying to disguise fiction under the mask of a non-fiction
work makes it appear too artificial.
which occur in Green

H~lls o~

The actual things

Africa did actually happen

while Hemingway was in Africa on his hunting trip.

What

Hemingway did was select the experiences, and then arrange
them into a form which he th0ught would be close to a work
of fiction.

Selection--the selection of things that could

happen, not things that did hapoen--is the key to good

61Eaker, A Life Story, pp. 247-256.
62 Ibid ., p. 625.
63Wilson,

£E.

cit., p. 245.
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fiction.

A work of fiction should reveal a world created

by an author, with its artistic "values and attitudes by
the controlling medium offered by the device of point of
view.,,64

The author can filter out the prejudices that

might hinder the relationship' between the reader and the
author.

That pr©judice, however, is not filtered out in

Green Hills of

AfDi~.

If anything, it is made more plain.

The relationship between the reader and the author was
severely tested in Death in the Afternoon, with the experi
mentation in point of view.

In Green Hills of Africa the

point of view is nore consistent, and there is a definite
improvement in form over Death in the Afternoon, but still
the relationship is not as objective as it is in fiction.
The reader is still aware in Green Hills of Africa that the

-

-

author is in complete control of the narrative, and that the
experiences related are reported, selected, and 9re-judged
before the writing ever be;an.
In form, Green Hills of Africa is better arranged than
Death

in~

;Afternoon.

Gree.,!2 Hills of Africa is a diary

in form, but a diary which has been redacted. 65

A diary

is a form of confession, and contains only the point of view
of bhe person, the person who is dqing the writing.
HemingwElY isolates himself in·:Gpeen Hills of

!:fri~.

The

reader is only aware of what the narrator is doing, and by

64Friedman,

65 John

00.

-"-

cit.,


p. 117.

Killinger, Hemingway Bnd the Dead Gods, p.

74-.
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this method the prose, the truthful narrative, is more
objective and much closer to drama than Death in the
Afternoon.

Yet, it is not drama, for the characters are not

invented characters as ere seen in Hemingway's later works.
The scope of human drama in Green Hills of

Afr!~~,

when

compared with a work such as For Whom !he Bell Tolls, is
easily inferior and a lower status as a work of art. 66
In Chapter One of Green "lills of Africa the point of
viel-J of "I" as protagonist.

The dialogue is the most

objective of the narrative, because very little editor
ializing is done when the princioal characters are s?eekins.
The point of

vie~

is consistent thrnu;hout the chapter.

The

dialogue, or conversation, is the most significant change
over Death in the Afternoon.

---

There is more dialogue, and

any generalizations as personal
rather than in the prose.

o~inions

are voiced here

Discussions on subjects aside

from hunting take place in the dialogue:
"Mark Twain is 8 humorist. The others I
do not know."
"All modern American literature comes from
one book by Hark Twain called Huckleber..!:.,y' Finn ... ,,67
Thin~s

happen to the protagonist in Green Hills of

Africa the same way they would happen to the protagonist
in a work of the imagination.

Sometimes, however, these

reactions in Green Hills of Africa are not directly related

66Carlos Baker, Ernest HemingH8Y:
'

th~ ~4riter .§..~ Artist,

p. 167.

67Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa, p. 22.
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to the theme of the book, but by the use of a consistent
point of view, the narrative is not disrupted and neither
is the illusion of reality.

What does disrupt the illusion

is the fact that the reader knows that the characters in
Green Hills of Africa ere real 98001e, and real people do
not talk as the characters in the book talk.

If they were

invented chstacters then one might be able to suspend his
disbelief enough to establish a true rapport with the book.
In Green Hills pf Africa, Hemingway keeps the point of view
very consistent through Chapter Two, but in Chapter Three,
where the long flashback begins, he slips into a quite
different one.

The point of view is more like the first

person editorial omniscience, the same as in Death in the
Afternoon, but with fewer generalizations:
Droopy asked for the knife. Now he was going
to show me something. Skilfully he slit open the
stomach and turned it inside, tripe side, out,
emptying the grass in it on the ground • . • then he
cut the pole and put the bag on the end of it . . •
It was 8 good trick and I thought how I would show
it to John Staib in Wyoming some time and he would
smile his deef man's smile (you had to throw pebbles
at him to make him sto~ when you heard 8 bull bugle),
and I knew what John would sg~. He would say, "By
Godd, Urnust, dot's smardt."
This kind of intrusion into the narrative is less
effective than the earlier chapters whi'ch were primarily
dialogue, except for the scenes where they are tracking the
animals, which is described in the admirable Hemi'ngway way.
Intrusions like the above, however, are less dramatic and

68l.hi.d.. , p. 54.
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tend to interrupt the smooth flow of the story •
.With the introduction of Karl, and the effaced narrative
when talking to him at the end of Chapter Three, other fic
tional elements begin to appear.

One sees very few mental

states revealed in this point of view, even though the
protB6onist is still in the first person narrator.

This

method is similar to what Heminsway does in The

Also

SUD

Rises and A Farewell to Arms, with the exception that the
characters in Green Hills of Africa are real people, and,
as fer as one knows, as the dialogue is supposed to have
been.

In the early novels "each of his characters has his

own particular speech," but in

Gr~

Hills of

Afri~

there

is really no difference in any of them, and no allusion that
there is more than that one way of talking. 69
Also

Ri_~es

end

A Farewell

In The Sun

to Arms the point of view is "I"

as protagonist, and things are done to the focal character,
as opposed to those who think with intelligence as Hemingway
does in Green Hills of Africa. 70

This intelligent awareness

of what is to come to the book is what makes the illusion
less believable for the re8der than it wauld be in a work
of fiction.
The point of view in Chapter Four of Green Hills of
Africa is relatively the same, except for some instances in

69 J . P. Bishop, "HomagE3 to Hemingway," New Republic,
LXXXIX (1936), 4·1.
70Wyndlan Le~Nis, "The Dumb Ox," American Review, III,
iii ( 1934 ), 312 • ..
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the flashbacks.

The italicized sections are not the same

as in the rest of the narrative:
and the sudden whine of the saw, the smell of
S"'BWdU""St and theChestnut-:rreeoverthoroofwith
a mad Nomen downS"t8frST:"" ~ w ~ SFleenrspprrng
on the-bronze of horses !nanes, bronze bressts
and-shoUIaers, green under thin-flC?wing wa!:er). • • 71
There is no evidence of a narrator in these flashes of
description, and certainly no evidence of Hemingway as the
man, or as the protagonist in the hunt.
these tiny pictures we:'e once observed

Yet, one knows that
~

of view is approaching that of the camera.
of life presented like a photograph.

him.

The point

These are pieces

There is no one

commenting on the descrintions, and no one's internal
consciousness is revealed.

Hemingway is obviously experi

menting to see what effect such objectivity could have.

It

is very effective in a dramatic sense, but has very little
to do with hunting in Africa.
Chapters Five, Six, and Seven continue with the method
established in the first four chapters, with the same point
of view, scenic descriptions of the action, much dialogue,
and very little editorializing by the author.
Eight there is only

occasi~nal

By Chapter

reference to the fact that

there is the first person narrator as protagonist:
It was a new country to us but it had the
marks of the oldest countries. The road was a
track over shelves of7~01id rock, worn by the
feet of caravans. . •

71ilemingway, -_.Green Hills,
- .  pp. 70-71.
72 Ibid ., p. 146.
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At times, the narrator reads almost as a neutral omniscient
point of view, while actually the narrator is cumulative
"us."

The dialogue is completely effeced, with no mental

states revealed.

The focal character, however, is still

Hemingway the autho-hunter} and all the action is filtered
through his consciousness.

The re8der is never aware of

what is going on outside the author'simnedi&te surround
ings:
"Did you cut in on his country?" Pop asked
me.
"Hell, no," I said.
"He'll get one where we're going," Pop said.
"He'll probably get a fifty-incher."
"All the better," I sa id • "But bv God, I
want to get one too."?3
~
Chapter Nine is the same as Chapter Eight, but in this
chapter the action is back in the present again.

The long

flashback which takes up the center of the book is over.
The form of Green Hills of Africa is very evidently planned
at this point.

There is no attempt to give the illus ion thot

the action is happening spontaneously.

When compared with

the haphazard, unplanned chapters in Death in the Afternoon,
the improvement is quite rewarding.
Hills Qf

A~rica

In Chapter Ten of Green

there are no mental states revealed directly.

The form is like the dialogue in some of his shor·t stories.
In "The Snows of Kil imanjaro" and "The Short Happy Life of
Francis Hacomber" one can see the similarities in this
respect.

Hemingway learned a let about point of view in

Green Hills of Africa that he apolied in these two short

_ _ '_A_

_

73Ibid., p. 153.

••
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stories.

This relationship will be discussed in detail in

Chapter Three of this work.
The only digression from the point of view established
in the beginning of Sreen

Hill~

of Africa occurs in Chapter

Thirteen:
You ask how this was discussed, worked out,
understood with the bar of language, and I say it
was as freely discussed and clearly understood as
though we were 8 calvary patrol all speaking the
same language. We were all hunters except, possibly,
Garrick, and the whole thing could ~e worked out,
understood, and agreed to without using anything
74
but a forefinger to signnl and a hand to caution • • •
This is the only time the author speeks directly to the
reader.

It is like sections of Death in the Afternoon, and

there does not seem to be any reason for doing it.
probably carelessness more than anything else.

It is

It makes

the revder more aware of the controlling conscicusness of
the author, and one loses some sense of the reality of the
situation.

The conclusion of the chapter reads much like

the ficti,m does.

The dialogue is some of Hemingway's best;

it is quick, witty, end very objective.

There are no

thoughts revealed except those inferred in the words them
selves.

The short piece at the very end is almost like a

postscript, as if it were added months later, which it may
have been.

The point of view is the same as the rest of

the book, but one wonders why it was included et all.
Hemingway wanted to give a truthful account of a month's
hunting action in Green Hills of Africa.

----

74 Ibid .,

p. 251.

One cannot deny
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that the principal events recorded in the book actually
occurred.

As for the "truth" of the recordinc there may be

some doubt, because of the point of view in the book.

The

three espects of nemingway, the artist, the narrator, and the
protBgonist are all united in Greer:. Hills of

~frica,

and it

is hard to distinguish one from the other; whereas, in Death
in the

Afternoo~

they ere dealt with separetely.

of view in Groen Hills of Africa is

mor~

The point

consistent than the

point of view in Death in the Afternoon; yet the limitations
of a first person narrator makos the total picture not as
artistic as it could be.

This is merely to say that the

more an author surrenders his

id~ntity
~!

the more privileges

he gives up in the narrative, and the more effectively he
renders the illusion of his story, which, efter all, "constit
utes artistic truth in fiction."75

If this is the truth that

Hemingway was seeking to express in Green Hills of Africa,
then he did not quite succeed.
Green Hills of Africa was elso an attempt by Hemingway
to voice a belief in e fifth dimension in prose.76

Any good

prose has four dimensions; it is a solid subject moving
through time.

A fifth dimension must be a "mystical •..

figure of speech."77

What Hemingway meant by a fifth

75Friedman, ~~. cit., p. 137.
76Harry A. Levin, "Observations on the Style of
Hemingway," Heming"ray and His Critics, Carlos Baker,
ed., p. 109.
77Carlos Baker, "Hemingway at Midnight," New Republic,
CXXVII(1952), 192.
...
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dimension, hO·,..Jever, is not easily explai:ned.

F. I. Carpenter

interprets it as meaning an attempt to express "the perpetual
now."7 B

T:le present tense is not used in Green Hills of

Africa, and the flashbacks remind one that the author is in
control of the arrangement of the time element in the boo',.;:.
A more accurate expression of this mystical fifth dimension
needs a third person narrator that would provide the omni
science and the naturalness needed.

~reen

Hills of Africa

does not fulfill these needs, but the experiment paves the
way for a work which does.
The choice of a narrator is a critical one.

Whenever

the reader gets the author's version of the action, then
the account is prejudiced.

When the writer is in the story he

is wri ting about himself, as in Green Hills of Afri;E....§..

l,<lhen

the characters are invented the story must come from one of
them, and the author removes himself to a greater distance; yet
he can still control the narrative. 79

The failure to accomplish

this is the greatest failure in Green Hills of Africa.
Since all methods of telling a story are only con
ventions Whereby the story can be told,
. a consistency in point of view?

W~]y

must there be

Every point of view is

restricted to itself, and must be consistent with itself to
maintain verisimilitude.

When ever the point of view is not

consistent with itself, then there is a danger of

7~1. I. Carpenter, "Hemingway Achieves the Fifth Dimens ion,"
Hemingway and His Cri~ics, Carlos Baker, ed., p. 193.

79S urme lian,

cit.,
-00. --

p.

40.

'1
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impairing the illusion, or the creative posture, which is
the all important purpose of the art.80

In both of the

non-fiction works of Hemingway, the point of view is not
always consistent with itself, and the failure to maintain
it is the greatest fault of the book.
In the non-fiction works there is also the reporter
to deal with when discussing point of view.
reporting in

_D~e_a_t=h

There is more

_i_n _t_h_e Afternoon than in Green Hills of

Africa, for example, because the latter is not an instructive
book, but is only en experiment with a genre.

The distance

between the reporter and the render is slight, and the more
editorializing there is, the closer the relationship becomes.
In Death in

~he

Afternoon the distance is very close, at times

bordering on an assumed comradeship, while in Green Hills of
Africa, where the artificial narrative is predomin8nt, there
is a much greater distance.

Hemingway believed that:

Objectivity also requires that the author's
personal ideals be kept out of the story--that is
the author's notions of whet should or should not
happen, in contradiction to what would be or
would happen according to the laws of probability.81
In order for the personal ideals of the author to be kept
out of a story, the author must stay as far away from the
story as possible.

His voice should not be heard at all.

The story should seem to come directly frnm the characters,
with no indication that the author is controlling the

80Carl H. Grebo, The Technique of the Novel, p.
81Hart, QQ. cit., p.

317.

33.
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narrative.

Green Hills of Africa comes closer to this method

then Death in the Afternoon does, but both are inferior vlhen
compared to his later works.
In general, one might say that every voluntary limitation
in a point of view increases the reality of the illusion
"and our sense of immed i ate movement in the act i on. II 82

When

a narrator remains as an objective creator the events may
seem to unfold

There is never any doubt about

t~em2elves.

the position of the different narrators;in Death in the
Afternoon, and no attempt to remain objective.
of Africa, however, there

ts

In Green Hills

an attempt at obtaining

objectivity to a certain degree.

Yet, in both books one is

constantly reminded of the presence of the author, and this
destroys the attempt to create an illusion which might
resemble reality, and thus be believable.

The handicap of

the first person in both books restricts the reader from
viewins matters objectively.

As long as the author remains

with his intrusions, problems, and opinions, the objectivity
of the point of view is greatly diminished.
From the standpoint of point of view, then, Green Hills
of Africa is suoerior
to Death in -the
,
 Afternoon.
the

Aftern~on

Death in

changes point of view every chapter, and some

times several times within a chapter, while Green Hills of
Africa remains feirly consistent.
of view in ]reen

Hil~~

The dic;ress10ns in point

of Africa are unimportant and do not

82 Lynn Anderson and Leslie L. Lewis, A Handbook for the
Style of Fiction, p. 63.
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detract from the total illusion as they do in Death in the
Afternoon.
Hemingway's search for objectivity in his writing pro
gresses in his two "non-fiction" works.

Green Hills of

Africa is a step towards illiminating the author from the

art.

The next step in Hemingway's attempt to find this

objectivity through the point of view is to invent his
experiences, his place, and, most importantly, his central
characters.

eHA PTER THREE

Improvement in the Short Stories

After Ernest Hemingway had finished writing Green
Hills of Africa, he wrote two long short stories, "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," and liThe Short Happy Life of Francis
Macomber."

The significance of these two stories lies in

their time of composition as well as the advancement in the
writing techniques employed by Hemingway.

They were written

imlnediately after the two non-fiction Horks, in which he
was experimenting with point of view.

There is no other

significant work, non-fiction or fiction, written between
Green Hills of Africa and "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."

The

material for both short stories was gained by Hemingway's
trip to Africa, but unlike Green Hills of

Afri~~,

which is

the first application of that material, these sDories are
the work of the imagination.
These were stories which I invented frornthe
knowledge and experience acquired on the same
long hunting trip a month of which I tried to w§ite
a truthful account of in Green Hills of Africa.' 3
The invention occurs in three main areas:
theme, and character.

circumstances~

The circumstances are different from

any actual experience Hemingway may have had while in Africa,
and the themes are more complicated and literary than any
thing in Green Hills of Africa or in Death in

~he After~.

There are similarities in theme, however, for both the two

83Plimpton, loco cit.
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short stories end Green

Hill~

of Africa deal wi th t he gaining

or los ing of rna nhood, men wi th women, and the pOHer of
wrnnen and money to corrupt a hero. 84

In other words the

tangible material Hemingway uses in Green Hills of

Af~ica

is selected end used in the short stories also, with the
addition that actions are invented and added to this material
in an attempt to give them a fictional form and more objec
tivity.

'The fictional form comes from the invention of

character and theme; the objectivity comes from the point
of view used in the stories.
Tn "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" and "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber" HemingHay is still atempting to tell
the truth,8;;

just as he is in Green Hills of Africa, except

that now he is ready to use his power of imagination and
invention to transform the material end the circumstances
from reality to the illusion of reality, or to render his
tangible, empirical experiences into fiction. 86
The big difference between these two short stories and
the two non-fiction works is that the stories are inventions,
or works of the imagination, whereas the non-fiction books
are primarily journalistic in form, even though they have

84Cerlos Baker, "Two African Stories," Hemingwa.1: A
Coll'ection of Critical Essays, Robert P. Weeks, ed., p. 118.
85Charles C. Walcott, Hemingway's 'The Snows of
Kilimanjaro, ,,, Explicator XII, April, 1941, Item 43,
p. 79.
86Beker, "Two African Stories," p. 118.
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/ some fictional characteristics in respect to point of vicH.
Hemingway \-las searching for a "true" way of relating

his

materialJ and "truth" in fiction is the distinguishing
characteristic between creative writing and reporting.
It is not a factual truth, like in Qreen

~ills

of Africa

.

and Death
in --the Afternoon, or what has
- - - -- b2poened,. but, as
in "The Snows of Kilir:umjaro" and "The Short Happy Life of
Francis Macomber," is what could happen "within the limits
of t~e possibility of life as we know it here and now."S7
Real creation then, or invention, requires that the author
assimilate all the facts of his experience until he sees
them clearly for what they are,

and then he must invent

a character to place wlthin this environment, and let the
reader view the story thr 0 u b h this character.

--

This is the

primary difference between Green Hills of Africa and the
short stories.

-----

The first is reported, the second are

created.
Green Hills of Africa appears too contrived because of
t~

presence of the author, and the idea that the narrative

is an edited, recapitulation of the actual occurrence, while
the narrators in the short stories are inventions, or
extensions of a p2rt of the author, at least, written in the
third person. SS

87Hart,

£E.

This conscious control of point of view is

cit., p.

315.

88Robert 0. Stephens, "Hemingway's Riddle of Kilimanjaro;
Idea and Imfge," American Literature XXXII, March, 1960,
p. S5.
.
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the aspect which gives the short stories their objectivity,
an objectivity which is missing in the non-fiction works.
Green Hills of Africa is an experiment in two major
areas:

verisimilitude and form, both of which are inseparable

from the point of view o

It is an old, yet applicable

cliche that it is easier to believe a story which is invented
than a story which actually occurred.

The reliability of

this maxim can be seen in comparing Green
because of its obvious omniscience.

Hilb~

of

~f~~c~

In liThe Snows of

Kilimanjaro,l' for instance, where the focal character shifts
back and forth, the over-all picture of the action is more
believable because the narrative is presented from several
points of view, not just one, prejudiced point of view as
in the non-fiction works.

Therefore, the action in "The

Snows of Kilimanjaro" is more believable than the action in
G~

Hills .of Africa

0

In regard to the experimentation with form in

Gree~

Hi.lls of Afr.ica, the manner of presentation is the most
impOl~tant.

'l'he SUbject matter and the method determine

the form, and if they are compatible, then the creation is
a work of art o
Green

!Iill~

The subject matter began to change between

2f Africa and "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."

The

. direct, violent expriences were expressed in Green Hill.s
of Africl3., whereas i.n "The Snow3 of Kilimanjaro" it is the
evaluation of violence, the result of violence which is the
primary subject.

This requires a different form than what

mere reporting requires o

The separation between expressed

violence, and the evaluation of that violence takes place
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in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."

The violence which is

expressed in Green Hills of Africa is evaluated in "The
Snows of Kilimanjero," and applied to human drams. 89
The point of view in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" is
selective omniscience at the beginning, and one sees all
the action through the consciousness of Harry, whom the
Buthor has selected as his protagonist, as well as his focal
character:
"molo!" he shouted.
"Yes Bwena."
"Bring whiskey-soda."
"Yes BW8na."
"You shouldn't," she said.
"That's what I
mean by giving up.
It says it's bad for you.
I
know it's bad for you."
"No," he said.
"It's good for me."
So now it's allover, he thought.
So now he
would never have a chance to finish it. So this
is the way it ended in a bickering over a drink.90
The only mental state revealed is Harry's, and consequently
any picture the reader might conjure about his wife is
prejudiced because one sees her through Harry's eyes.
Everything one knows about the wife comes to one through
the consciousness of Harry.

The point of view is more

objective than the non-fiction works, because the author
is removed from any direct voice in the narrative.

The

dialogue in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" however, becomes

89MBrk Scharer, "The Background of a Style," Ernest
Hemingwa;y'; Critiques of Four Major Novels, Carlos Baker,
ed., p. 87.
9 0 Ernest Hemingway, "The Snows of Kilimrmjsro," The
Short 0tor:ie~ 2£ Frnsst HeminITv.1 8 :t, p. 54.
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more objective as it goes along, end finally changes to a
drBm8tic mode:
"Y es, "h e S 8. 1
d . "Y our d Bmne d money wa s my
armour. 11y Swift Bnd Armour."
"Don't."
II All righ t .
I '11 s t (l P U, at. I don't wan t t 0
hurt yn:].
"It1s'a=little bit IBte now."
"All right then. I'll go on hurting you.
It's more emusing. The only thinz I ever re211y like
to do with you I can't do rim.r." 91
There are no mental states revealed anymore, and ell the
emotions must be gathered from the dialogue.
Hemingway does this in both his non-fiction works,
especially the sections at the end of each chapter in Green
Hills of Africa:
"I don't think he's well n0 1,.[ and he does.n't
feel himself. The damned thin~s have gotten his
goat and he's liable to blow that selt lick higher
than 8 kite in the state he's in."
"Please stop talking about it."
"I will."
"Good. "
"Well, we made h'm feel good anyway."
"I don't know that we did. Please stop talking
about it."
"I will."
"Good. "
"Good night," she said.
"The hell with it," I said. "Good night."
"Good ni;3:ht." 92
In Death in the Afternoon there sre several times when
Hemingway uses this method narrative.

As has been pointed

out in Chapter one, the author is prone to change his point
of view et will in Death in

9]-.bld"
1- ,

th~ Afte~~~,

p. 1"""8
:J •

92Hemingway, G~_E?_~n !iills, p. 168.

especially when
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relating a short tele:
l1;dhat's the metter with that horse?" saY8 the
ontrec tor. "You'll go along way before. ynu 'II find
a horse like that."
"Too long a way," says t~e oicador.
"What's the metter with him? That's a handsome
little horse."
"He's Clot no mouth," the picador says. "He won't
back •. Eesides· he'.s S~l()rt."
"He IS just the right size. Look at him. Just the
. ' t Slze.
.
"
rlgn
"Just the right size for what?"
"Just the right size to ride."
"Not me," says the picador t'lrning away.
"You won'tfirida betterhor~e."
"I believe that," says the picador.
"Hhat's your objectinn?"
"He's got glanders."
"Nonsense. That isn't glanders. That's just
dandruff."
"You ought to spray him with flit." says the
picador. "That would kill him."
"What's your reBl objection?"
"I have a wife aod three children. I wouldn't
ride him for a thous~md dollE:rs." 93

C

This is the most objective type 0f narretive writing that
can be used with any consistent effort in a story.

One

suspects that the reEl reason for not using it throughout
De2th in -the
- Afternoon is that the book is not intended
to be dramatic, but instructive; not secnic, but panoramic.
There is

m~re

of this kind of point of view in Green Hills

of Africa that there is in the first book, but limitations
of the first person n£rretor create the problems in veri
similitude, as has already been pointed out.
There are some interruptions in the point of view in
"The Snows of Kilim8njero" also, and one suspects that the
I

reason it is not written entirely in selective

omnisci~nce

93Hemingway, Death in the AfternoQn, p. 186.
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is that the focal character is going to die, Bnd someone
must

~ake

S0me observations

e~terwBrds.

The point of view

of the dramatic mode provides this opportunity.

Therefore,

one has a brief glimpse of Harry's wife's emotions as well
as Harry's:
She had liked it. She said she loved it.
She loved anyt~ing that was excitin3, that
involved a change of scene, w~ere there were new
people and where things were pleasant. 94
One does not re8d the thoulhts directly as one does

H~rry's

for in the selective omniscient p 0 int of view only one
Character's

though~

are ever revealed.

If Hemingway had

decided to reveal her thou;hts, then it would have been
multiple selective

omn~science.

whole feeling of the story.

and wo:ld have changed the

Her thoughts are never revealed

--not even at the end of the story, when Harry is dead and
she is the foc a 1 cC"jerac ter:
"Molo," she called, "Malo, Malo."
Then she said, "Herry, Harry!" Ttlen her voice
rising, "Harry! Plevse, Oh, Harry!"
There wa s no answer and s he could not hear
him l")reathing.
Outside the tent the hyena made the same
strange noise that had awakened her. But she did
not hear him for the ~eating of her heart. 95
This is still third person dramatic mode, because the
emotional states are revealed indirectly, through the
Bctions and the words of the characters.
directly what

s~~e

One does not hear

is thinking, but instead watches her actions

94Hemingway, "Snm-ls," p. 60

95_ Ibid ., p. 77.
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and hears her words es if she were 0n

B

stage.

The sections in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," where the
felshbacks occur in italics, are no variation from the main
point of view; however, there is some shift in distance,
because here the re8der is permitted to see the direct and
immediate thoughts of Harry as he lies dying in Africa:
There was ~ ~ house, chinked white with
morter, on 2 hill above the lake. There was a bell
on---aool"e--bv t':le doortocall the :::>eorile in "LO
me8Is -:---Be'FiindthehOuse were fTeld S 2nd behTl1d the
1'Ie1ds wes the 't'Trober. A line of' 10m'58""rd'r Do:)lars
ran from the house to the dock.--Other ~o:::>lprs ran
sTong the!30int. A r02d went 1;0 to V,e hills beTil:"nd
the edge of the timber End alon~ that road he
Die ked-blBc k'erries. --Then th-at
10,7 ho~was ---
burned
- ---'-'and afterwards their barrels, with the lead melted
in the marsazines, and the stocks burned away~ 1:.2
out on. the he82 of .§...she~ that were used !E make ~
[or the big iron soap kettles, and ~ asked Grandfather
i f ~ c 0u1d h a vet hem too lay 1,01 i t h , and he s aid, no. 96
,

There is seemingly no euthorialintrusions, or authorial
control of the

n~rrative

in these flashbacks.

The narrative

method is almost stream of consciousness, which, of course,
is a selective omniscient point of view used to the fullest
objectivity.

Therefore, the point of view in the flashbacks

does not break with the point of view set up in the narrative
of the story itself.97
There is one point in the story, however, where the
author does close the distance between the reader and himself.
At this point, the reader becomes aware of something that
Harry is not really conscious of.

One is made aware of this

96 Ibid ., p. 68.
97E. 'Il. T~dlo~k~ "Heminftv.Ta\r's 'The Snows of Kilimanjaro,
Explicator VII~(1949), 22.
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by the intervention of the Buthor to explain:

"It moved up

closer to him still and now he could not speak to it, 2nd
when it saw he could not speak it ceme a little closer.n 98
This intrusion by no means destroys the illusion, nor does
it really change the point of view, but it is

mer~ly

an

interruption that probably is not needed, and Hemingway
was experimenting to see what effect it would have.

It is

very effective, of course, and it helps to make the story
one of his best.
After this first story
Hemingway

~new

wa~-'

written in the third person,

that he had finally achieved the things he

wanted to in fiction.

In an interview he remarked:

When I wrote the first two novels I had not
leerned to write in the third person. The first
person." •• iSclimited . . • and in the third person
e novelist cr-n work in other people's heads
Bnd in other oeople's country. His range is greatly
extended and so ere his obligations. I prepared
myself for writing in the third person by the
discipline of writing Death in the Afternoon, the
short stories, and especiallY-the long short stories
of "The Short Hap~y Life of Frencis Macomber" Bnd
"The Snows of Kilimenjaro. n99
This ability to work with the minds of' other people is
the key to attaining objectivity through point of view.
Hemingway realized this after
work.

com~leting_his

non-fiction

The first attempt to fully utilize this knowledge

is in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."

But in "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro" one is still limited to tte mind and conscious

98Hemingway, "Snows," p.

74.

99Atkins, E2. cit., PP.

72-73

-
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ness of only one men, Harry, end this story is not as
successful as it could have been.IOO

The second long story

does not have that handic8p.
The point of view in "The Short Happy Life of Francis
Hacomber" is multiple selective omniscience, which means
that the reader sees the mental states of all the principal
characters.

At any chosen moment in the narrative the

narrator may choose to reveal the point of view of anyone
character.

The emotional states can be revealed through

the dialogue, or thrau[h the consciousness of the character.
The adventa=es of this method are obvious.

The story, first

of all, does not 81pear prejudiced, for one sees the story
from several cngles--three in the case of "The Short Hapry
Life of Francis Macomber."

Each character is an individual

creation, and has his or her own opinions on the situation.
The author merely controls the moments of revelation, and
selects the action; the rest is up to the reader's interpre
tetion,of_tte

sto~y.

The reader, 'therefore, can become

directly involved with the story, and the distance is very
greet between the author and tte reader, for now the reader
is more interested in the problems of the characters, rather
than in the introjection of the author.

In "The Short Happy

Life of Frsncis Hacomber'," for instance, the reader is never
aware of the presence of the author, because the entire story
\

is told through the

observati~ns

of the characters in the

IOOOliver Evans, "''l'he SnovJs of Kilimanjaro':
Revelation," _PMLA LXXVI,December, 1961, p. 603.

A
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story.

This met:-lOd lends an immediacy to the story that is

like the "fifth dimension" Heming'Nay was trying to achieve
in Green Hills of Africa.

The author is never concerned with

the history of any of the characters, and concentrates with
the immediate situation and the iwnediate action.

The fifth

dimension is achieved by the use of the third person multiple
selective omniscience coupled with the effaced narrative
technique that Hemingway has already perfected.

The first

use of this method of writing is in "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber."
Although "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber"
is about Macomber's experiences with bravery and cowardice,
the focal character is actually Wilson is the first and
most often revealed:
"You mean will I tell it at the Mathaigo
Club?" ;Ililson looked at him now coldly. He had
not expected this. So ~e's e bloody four-letter"
man as well asa bloody coward, he thouGht.
I
rather liked him too until b~day. But how is one
to know about an American?l

At no place in either Death in the Afternoon or in Green
Hills
occur.
8S

~£

Africa does this exact kind of point of view
However, the type of narrative has not changed

drastically as one might suppose.

The only real chsngc

is that now the reader is permitted to see the thou!hts
of the various people in the story, rather than be limited
to t he consciousness of only one person.

'l'he chances of

presenting a believable illusion by such a method is for

IOIErnest Hemin~way, "The Short Haopy Life of Francis
Macomber," The Shor~ Stories of Ern.est Heminrl~, p. 7.
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greater than by using first person narrator, as in the non
fiction vlOrks.

"The Short Happy Life of Francis Hacomber"

is an advancement in Hemlngway1s writing technique, even if
one considers only this one aspect.
Most of the mental states of Francis Macomber and his
wife Margot are revealed in the dialogue and the observations
made by Wilson.

During the flashback, the point of view is

dramDtic mode, with scene and action being the primary concern
of the narrator.
in

_G~r~e~e_n ~

This long flashback is similar to the one

_o_f Africa, except that the theme and the

characters are invented here.

After the flashback and the

morning after the lion-hunting scene, one begins to get more
thoughts from the other characters:
"Sleep well?" Tllilson asked in his throaty
voice, filling a oipe.
"Did you?"
"Topping," the \.-lhite hunter told him.
You bastard, thou~ht Macomber, you insolent
bastard.
So she woke him when she came in, Wilson
thought. . .102
Wilson is still

t~e

predominant character, even though the

reader is allowed insights into the thoughts of Francis and
Margot.
The direct thoughts of Margaret

a~e

never revealed; yet,

at times the reeder is permitted to see the action through
her eyes, in the third person, and the reader is subject to
her opinions and prejudices:
From the corner of the seat Margaret Macomber
looked at the two of them. There was no change in

102Ibid., p. 23.
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Wilson.
She saw Wilson as she had seen him the day
before when she had first realized what his great
talent was. But she saw the change in Francis
Macomber now. 103
Wilson had changed, of course, but not from the point of
view of Margaret.
8S

This is her mind analysing the situation

she sees it, not the minds of the narrator, Wilson, nor

Macomber, but her consciousness revealed in the third person
to the reader.

It is very similar to the dramatic mode,

except that the focal character is

m~re

obviously the eyes

through which the story is being revealed..

Hemingway had

tried this technique in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," but
he had applied it to only one character throughout the story,
in selective omniscience, whereas in "The Short H8PPY Life
of Francis Macomber" he uses it on all three of the primary
characters.

This is the improvement made between the writing

of the two stories.

This technique removes the author to a

greater distance from the reader, to a higher vantage point,
so to speak, beyond the vision of the reader entirely.

The

author becomes truly omniscient in this point of view, because
the reader cannot hear or see any evidence of him at all,
and is therefore not bothered by his presence and can evaluate
the story objectively.

This is the kind of objectivity the

multiple selective omniscience point of view permits the
author to have in a short story.
of Francis Macomber"
first time.

103 Ibid., p. 33

In "The Short

H~ppy

Life

Hemingway uses it consistently for the
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"The Short HDppy Life of Francis Macomber" is probably
the best use of point of view in Hemingway's later short
stories.

Each character is an invented personality that needs

to be revealed to the reader--that is, the psychological
mixtures in the mind--and the best way to reveal it is through
the third person.

The first person for this story is out

of the question, because then the entire narrative is seen
through the consciousness of one central character.

By

using the third person, the reader gets an over-all
viewpoint of the action, Dnd can make judgements on the
action

himse~f,

instead of the narrator making it for him.

The author does control, of course, for someone has to select
the scenes, write the words and create
There is no way to completely

rem~ve

t~e

characters.

this factor; so the

novelist must resort to point of view to obtain the
closest thing to reality.

In liThe Short Happy Life of

Francis Macomber" Hemingway discovered this method ,---,/
'ws~-::
prepared himself for more extended work with it--the novel.
The hw short stories, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" end
"The Short Happy Life of Francis I1acomber," are superior
in point of view to the two non-fiction works, Death in the
Afternoon and Green Hills of Africa.

They are superior

primarily because they achieve a verisimilitude and a
con$istency of form that neithen of the non-fiction works
do.

The most obvious distinction is that the characters in

the s"ort stories are invented characters, whereas the
characters in the non-fiction are, for the most pert, real
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people, or at least one writer's portrait of real people.
The one exception to this proposition would be the Old
Lody in Deoth

i~

the

Afte~noon,

who is an invented character

for sure, but one whom the reader is never permitted to
know very well.

One never sees her

th~ughts

or actions

with6ut editing by the narrator, who can create her end
t~row

her out at will.

There ere other episodes in Death

in-the
Aftern~0n where brief inventions occur, but they are
--not developed to the extent that
in the

s~ort

stories.

t~e

inventions are developed

The chs nbe \<lhich permi ts this invention

was the point of view used in the stories, the point of view
which was experimented with in the non-fiction and applied
to the short stories.
The handicap of the first person narrator in tm non
fiction books restricts the reader from viewing all the
signifi?ant psychological attitudes of the characters.

This

also prevents the reader from viewing the story objectively
as he can in the short stories.

The author's personality

is the voice which is heard most often in Death in the
Afternoon and Green Hills of Africa, wbile in "'rhe Snows
of Kiliruanjaro" and

~The

Short Henpy Life of Francis

Macomber" there is no evidence of his intrusion into the
narrative.

The identity of the author is obscured in the

short stories by the use of the third person omniscient
point of view seen through the minds of several characters
c~nsecutively,

and thus renders the

w~rk

more objective.

Therefore, the more the author surrenders his identity the
more believable is the illusion of the story, and the
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closer the author gets to creating more than just

8

contemporary work of art.
In Deetb: iQ

!h~

1I.fternoon, the "author" feels prejudiced

towards what he is writing.

Anything that he expresses must

be his own opinion, and is therefore biased.

He felt that

something else was needed to help him remove his own preju
dices, and so he experimented with point of view some more
in Green Hills of P.fr1,c a, and
little more.

m~Jn8ged

to remove himself a

But the African book still utilizes the first

person narrator, end was therefore too limited to achieve
what he wanted.

Finally, in the short story "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro" he discovered e solution to the problem--use
the empirical knowledge gained from real life experiences,
invent the hypothetical situation, invent some characters
that are believable, and place"them in the situation, and
then tell the story in the third person, letting the reader
see the story through the eyes of the characters themselves.
In this manner, the intelligent awareness of what was to
come in the story is not as obyious as it is in the non
fiction books.

The story seems to unfold itself in a

natural, believable way.
The next step for Hemingway was to extend the method
that he had discovered in the short stories into e longer,
more industrious work.
had written

8

Several years had passed since he

novel, and he had now experimented enough,

end had learned enouch, to try it.

CHAPTER FOUR
The Novels:

In

A Solution

1937, Ernest Hemingway published his first novel in

eight years.

During these eight years, he wrote only two

other books, both non-fiction, and both experiments in point
of view.

Death in the Afternoon is written in first person

editorial omniscience for the most pert, and Green Hills of
Africa in first person "I" as protagonist.

But both books

fail to achieve the 2rtistic effect which Hemingway desired
of them.

The two short stories ere an improvement in point

of view over the non-fiction bo'ks, in as much as the author
becomes more removed from the narrative, and the stories are
more objective.

The next logical step was for Hemingway to

apply this knowledge of point of view to the novel form.
He attempted to do th.is in TQ Have and Have Not, but this
book, as most critics agree, is aestheticly tneffective. 104
To Have and Have Not is a bad book for several reasons,
but the most important one is the lack of consistency in
point of view.

In the two short stories immediately preceding

the novel, the emotional atmosphere is completely integrated
with the technique; whereas, in To Have and Have Not the
technique is so inconsistent that any constant assooiation
between emotion end tec~nique is accidentel~o5 The two

l04West, 2.£. cit.. , p.
l05Ibid., p.

573.

572.
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short stories are superior in technique to To Have a!lli Have
Not, even though they were written at about the same time.l° 6
In other words, Hemingway, in this novel, is once again
experimenting with point of view, only this time in the novel
form.
To .!iave and Have
ac~]ievement

of the

No~

hiO

the gell Tolls.107

is a transltional work, connecting

short stories with the novel For trlhom

Ee 1!lngway is trying to discover a new

met:-wd of presentin2: "is material; consequently, just as in
his earlier attempts, the point of view is ineffective.
Delmore Schwartz claims that To Have and Have Not is
a stupid and foolish book, a disgrace to a poor writer, a
book w~ich should never have been printed. 108

His primary

criticism is that To Have end Have Not is architecturally,
poorly constructed.

The rapidly shifting point of view makes

the book unsystematic.
vieH used in

T~

Have and

forth with seemingly no

There are eleven primary points of
Hav~

No!:, and they

forethoug~t

sc~ift

by the author.

back and
If it

had not have been for this simple lack of form, Schwartz
~rites, the book mi~ht have been a success. 10 9

To Have and Have Not is an important novel in the
development of the Hemin3way hero, even if it is a failure
in form.

The defeated "code" hero first appeared full

l06~. ci~.
l07S c horcr,.QE. cit., p. 87.
l08Schwartz, 2£. cit., p. 123.
109Ib id. ,p. 125.

I

I~

1

1
~
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blown in liThe Snows of Kilimanjaro" and liThe Short Happy Life
of ·Francis Macomber,

II

and is presented to t he reader in two

slightly different points of view, as has already been
illustrated in Chapter Three of this book.

In To Have and

Have !'Jot, the hero is present as much as he is in the short
stories, but the porblems he faces and the point of view
from which the story is told is quite different as he,
himself, is.

Philip Young explains this change in the hero

in the following way:
In this story liThe Snows of Kilim2njaro"
Hemingway sourly depicts himself as an object
failure, dying . . . that is, t"~e rest of his
prose represents this wounded hero and the process
of ~is injuring, disillusionment; end break with
respectability; secondly, it re-presents also
the hero's emulation of the man with the code, and
his efforts to 8 ttain to it; lastly, it offers a
kind of solution to ~is problems--in the meta
morp>osisof !Q Have and Have Not, the third
important novel.no.
This metamorphosis, or change, in the hero presented a
problem in point of view in To Have

~nd Have~.

Hemingway

knew that objectivity was essential if he was to convince
the reader of the reality of his illusion.

He wanted to

solve the problems of his hero, end yet not interfere
directly in the narrative.

So Hemingway constructed the

hero in To Have and Have Not with great care, and then
presented him in what he thou.ht would be the best point of
view. III

The point of view turned out to be inconsistent,

but it was done deliberately.

IIOyo~ng,.A

s
-- ,Reconsider!;ltion
--_.
-.

-~

IllMQtola, -.OPe cit., p,
--..

322~_.

00.

---"'-

cit.,
p. 80.
-
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Young makes a very close association between Heminsway
his hero, but Atkins believes this approach is much too

There is something of the author in every
author's characters, but comp+ete identification
is only found w en the invention has shrunk to
nothing or monomania has taken possession~12
a monomania is evident in the non-fiction works, at
least parts of them, but in the short stories, wh6re the
characters are solely invented, author and character 'identi
fication is easier to delineate, and by the use of a
consistent point of view,

8S

in lIThe Short Hap0Y Life of

Francis Macomber," this identIfication is more positive.
c~aracters

Hemingway pictures these

obliquely, at a distance,

and is removed from their consciousness.

Hemingway characters

are never described in the ssme detailed way.
It is impossible to think of a Hemingway character
and describe his appearance with any certainty.
We are given his mannerisms of gesture, perhaps,
but more usually of speech. There is no strugzle
with the Duthor as hapgens so often when reading
novelists of the past, where a personal image
conflicts with the carefully de1 1 neated image
presented by the creator. nemingway allows us to
share in creation, we finish out of our own
experience the sketch he has begun. 113
Hemingway achieves

t~is

effect in his later works by

the point of view of third person selective and multiple
selective omniscience, esoecially in the short stories and
in For

Wh~m

exception.

the Bell Tolls.

To Have and Heve Not is an

The technical confusion in the novel is so

l12Atkins, ..........
00 • cit., p. xiii.
113 Ibid ., ?p. 63-64.
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capricious that the reader is confused as to what the
author is doing, and this makes the reader somewhat aware
of the euthor's control again, and this blurs the illusion. 11 4
Chapter One of To Have and Have Not is written in first
person "I" as protagonist.
and no

em~tional

There is very little description,

states are revealed directly.

Most of the

action is inferred from the dialogue, which resembles the
dramatic mode point of view.

In this respect, the novel

begins much as Green Hills of Africa, with the second person,
and then changes quickly to first person.

Although the narra

tive is still presented through one voice, that of Harry
Morgan's, the effect of changing person is like that of an
interior monologue, as if Harry were speaking to t he reader
in

~is

mind; or much like a Shakespearkan soliloquy:

You know how it is there early in the morning
in Havans with the bums still asleep against the
walls of the buildings; before even the ice wagons
come by with ice for the bars? Well, we came across
the Sluere from the dock to the Pearl of San
Francisco Cafe to get coffee and there was only one
begger awake in the square end he was getting drinks
out of the fountain. But when we got inside the cafe
and set down, there were the three of them waiting
for us.
We sat down end one of them came over.
"1;J e 11, " . he s '" i d •
"I can't do it," I told him. "I'd like to do
it as a favor. But I told you last night I couldn't."
"You can name your own price."
"Itisn't.tclat. I can't do it. °Tbat'sall."
The uwo others came over and they stood there
looking sad. They were nice-lookin~ fellows all
right f~d I would have liked to have done them the
favor. >

l14HallidAY, ~. cit., p. 212.
l15Ernest Hemingway, To ~ave and Have Not, p. 3.
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The technical confusion is more evident later in Chapter One.
Not only does the pcint of view alter a little from
protagonist to

8

"I"

as

form of dramatic mode, but Hemingway also

miXes tenses within one paragraph.

At the beginning he uses

present tense, while the dialogue is in the past tense.

The

reason for the change is because the present tense sections
are written in an interior monologue again, which makes a
great demand upon the ability of the reader.

This technical

device adds to the confusion in the point of view:
He's a reE.l black nigger, smart and gloomy,
with blue voodoo beads around his neck under his
shirt, and an old straw hat.
What he liked to do
on board was sleep and read the papers. But he put
on e nice bait end he was fast.
"Can't you put on a bait like that, Captain?"
Johnson asked me.
"Yes, sir."
"Why do you carry a nig~er to do it?"
"When the big fish run you'll see," I told him.
"What's the idea?"
"The nigger can do it faster than I can."
IlCan't Eddy do it?"
"No, sii:J."116
There is no introspection in Chapter One, and most
mental states, including Harry Mor;an's, are revealed in the
dialogue.

The point of view used here is very effective,

and when used consistently, is believable, but it is only
used in the first pert of the book.
of

Ha~ry

There is e gO'd portrait

Morgan by this time, and the reader is even beginning

to identify with his rough-and-tumble methods.

There is still

no direct mental consciousness revealed, yet the magnificent

116 Ibid ., p. 11.
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Hemingway dialogue is sufficient to let one know what Harry
is thinking.

If this point of view had been used throughout

the book, it may not have been treated so harshly by the
critics.

But in Chapter Six the point of view undergoes

a dramatic change:
They c~me on across in the night and it blew
a big breeze tram the northwest. When the sun was
up he si[hted a t8nker coming down the Gulf and she
stood up so high and white with the sun on her in
that cold air, it lo~ked like tall buildings rising
out of the see and he said to the nigger, ''It/here the
hell are we?"
Then in a little~while~he saw it was a tanker
and not bui10ings and then in less than an hour he saw
Sand Key light, streight, thin and brown, rising
out of the sea right where it ought to be.117
The point of view has changed to third person dramatic mod~,
with Harry Morgan as the focal character.

All the obser

vations are Made through the eyes of Morgan, and none
through the eyes of the "nigger."

The narrator is omniscient,

for he is observing two characters stranded on the ocean.
The point of view is not selective omniscience at this
point, because there are no mental states revealed in the
narrative; all emotions come from the dialogue.

The shift

from the point of view used in Part One does not make any
logical sense, for the action in Chapter Six could have been
related in the seme manner as the previous chapters hed been.
But

t~e

change was made, never-the-less, and its hurt to the

narrative is obvious.

The reader is now viewing Harry Morgan

from a different point of view, and this causes one to have

117 Ibid ., p. 67.
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to re-evaluate everything he knows about him, and it thus
interrups the smooth flow of the story.

At the same time,

the reader becomes aware of the controlling power of the
author, and must assume that the narrators in the story are
unreliable.

Once the reader cannot trust the narrator, then

the story-illusion is impaired.

This is what happens in

Chapter Six to To Have and Have Not.
Chapter seven begins the same as the preceding chapter,
with events being seen through the eyes of Harry Morgan.

i

Yet, there is still no revelation of Harry's thoughts.

The

chapter quickly changes point of view, even though Harry
still remains the focal character:
On board the charter boat South Florida, trolling
down the Woman Key channel, because it was too rough
to go out to the reef, Captain Willie Adams was think
ing so Harry crossed last night. That boy's got E~t()n_~s.
He must have got that whole blow. She's a sea boat
all right. How you suppose he smashed his windshield?
Damned if I'd cross on a night like last night. Damned
if I'd ever run liquor from Cuba. They bring it all
from Marial now:. It's su~posed to'be wide.open.
"What's that you say, Cap?"
"What boat is that?" asked one of the men in the
fishing chairs.
"That boat?"
"Yes, that boat."
nOh, that's a Key West boat."
"What I said was, whose boat is it."
"Iw:Juldn't know that, Cap."
"Is the owner a fisherman?"
"Well, some say he is."
"Whe t do you mean?1l
"He does a little of everything.,,118
For the first time in the book the mentel consciousness is
revealed directly, but not the thoughts of the protagonist

118 Ibid ., p. 78.
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at all!

The Captain is only present in the book for the

one chapter, and he never returns, yet his are the first
thoughts to be revealed.

This break from the method in the

other chapters is confusing to the reader, and it slows down
the narrative.

Hemingway tries to pick it up again with the

rapid dialo;ue, but it is too late.

The distance between

the author and the reader is closed at this point, because
the reeder is conscious again of the controlling omniscience.
Harry is still the protagonist, 2nd t~e action is still
focused towards the solution of his problems, but the reader
roally loses all contact with him because of the point of
view.

The reader is as far away from Harry as he is away

from the author, and as has been illustrated earlier, this
decreases the objectivity of the story.
Chapter Eight is very short, but it is important
because it changes

~oint

of view once again:

On the booze boat Harry.had t~e last sack over.
"Get me the fish knife," he seid to t:1e nigger.
"It's gone."
Harry pressed the self starters and started the
two engines. He'd put a second engine in her when he
went b~ckto running.liqour when the depression had
pub charter boat fishing on the bum. He got the
hachet and with his left hand chopped the anchor rope
through against the bitt. It'll sink and they'll
grapple it when they nick up the load, he thou3 ht .
I'll run her up into the Garrison Bight and if they're
going to take her they'll take her. I got to rret to
. ~ doctbr . . 1 don't want t~ lose my a~m and. the boat
both. The load is worth as much as the boat. There
wasn't much 0fl~t smashed. A little smashed can
smell plenty.
The point of view is still third per~on selective omniscienoe,

119 Ibid ., p. Br).
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but now one is back with Harry, and is now also permitted to
read bis thoughts for the first time in the book.

It is very

difficult to follow these changes; one is never sure at the
first reading whose point of view he is to judge the narrative
by.

By this time there has already been four different

points of view used.

The focel character and protagonist

are unchanged, but the shifting in the point of view some
times makes one lose awareneSE of this fact.

What Hemingway

seems to have been tryLng here was to get various perspectives
on his main characyer by letting the re8der see him from
various angles and from the consciousness of various
characters in the story.

The most dramatic way to achieve

this is through multiple selective omniscience,

("The

Short Happy Life of Francis 11acomber,") nather than the
changing point of view used in every chapter of To Have and

---

Have Not.
At the beginning of Chapter Nine, there is a sub-heading
whic h rea ds "Albert S pe 8 king. ,,120

Hemingway evid ently

realized the confusion he waf. causing by using so many
different points
understood

o~

thr~ugh

view end he wanted to be sure the reader
whose eyes Chapter Nine was to be seen.

The chapter is written in first person "I"

as witness point

of view, with Albert as the speaker and Harry as the focal
character, and also the protagonist.

Hemingway had not

written in this point of view since certain sections in
Death
in the
--- Afternoon, end why he resorts to it here is
~

120 Ibid ., p. 91.

I

I
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impossible to say for. sure.

It continues with his pattern

of changing point of view in every chaeter, and one learns
a lot about Albert's life, but this chapter contributes very
little to Harry's story, or the solution to his problems.
Albert, as we learn later, dies a very unromabtic death, but
in this chapter some time is spent in revealing his consciousness
after Harry is out of the picture entirely:
'_',Should I drop you home?"
"All right."
"You live out on the country road now?"
"Yes. What about the trio?"
"I don't know," he sdd.
VI don't know whether
there's going to be any trip. See you tomorroH."
He drops me in front of where I live and I go on
in and I haven't got the door open before myoId
woman is giving me hell for staying out and drinking
and beinG late to the meal. I ask her how I can drink
with no money and she says I must be running a crddit.
I ask her who she thinks will give me Crecit when I'm
warking on the relief and she says to keep my rummy
breath away from her and sit down to th~ table. So I
sit down. The kids are all gone to the diamond ball
game and I sit there at the table and she brin~s the
supper and won't speak to me. 121
~
Chapter Ten is unique in respect to point of view,
because it is the only time Hemingway uses this method to
reveal the thoughts of Harry in all of To

Hav~

gnQ

~~ No~.

It is selective omiscience, but there is no dialogue, no des
oription, and only one character in this chapter.

The entire

chapter is written in stream of consciousness method, similar
to, but not exactly the 8ame as the flashbacks in "The Short
Happy Life of Francis Macomber."
of the

consciousnes~

In the short story most

is in third person, whereas in Chapter

121Ibid., p. 104.
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Ten of To Have ..§.nd
H~rry

Hav~

Not, the narrative is in first person,

speaking:

I don't want to foal with it but wjat choice
have I got? They don't give me any choice now. I
can let it go, but what will the next thing be? I
didn't ask for any of this Bnd if you've got to do
it you've got to do it. Probably I shouldn't take
Albert. He's dumb but he's straisht end he's a good
man in a boat. he doesn't spook too easy but I
don't know whether I oug~t to take him. But I can't
take no rummy nor no nigger. 122
This method provides the reader with some insights into the
thought patterns of Harry Morgan, and it is very effectively
done, but there is not enought bf it.

Just when the reader

is accustoned to the narrative, the charter ends, and then
Chapter Eleven begins in a new point of view.

The point of

view in this chapter is primarily dramAtic trJode.

Harry is

the focal character, and the reader is provided a look at his
thoughts at the end, but the chapter is in the dramatic
mode, rather than selective omniscience:
"I'll pick you up," Bee-lips told him, and Harry
with the motors throttled down so that she moved
quietly through the water, swung her around and toward
the skiff close into where the riding light of the
cable schooner showed. He threw the clutches out and
held the skiff while Bee-lips got in.
"In ab 'ut tHO hours," he said ..
"All ri€;ht," said Eee-liDs. Sitting on the
steerin~ seet, ~oving ahead sl~wing in the dark, keep
ing well out from the lights at the head of the docks,
Harry thou~htJ Bee-lips is doing some wark for his
money all right. Wonder how much he thinks he is go
ing to get? I wonder how he ever hooked up with those
guys. There's a smart kid who had a g60d chance once.
He's a good lawyer, too. But it made me cold to hear
him say it himself. He put his mouth on his own self
all right. It's funny how a man can mouth something.

122Ibid., P • 105.
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When I heard him y~uth himself it scared me. 123
Chapter Twelve shifts to a multiple selective omniscience
point of view, for the reader

not"onlyre~ds ~~rry's ~hbughts,

but also, towards the end of the chapter, reads the thoughts
of his wife, Marie.

This one, brief glimpse of her mind is

similar in technique of interior mQnnlogue in Chapter Ten,
except that this time the monologue is not that of the
protagonist.
Harry.

Marie is the focal character in this scene, not

It is reminiscent of the Albert chapter.

In any CBse,

the point of view has changed again, and once more confuses
the reader:
He went to sleep with the stump of his arm out
wide on the pillow, and she lay for a long time
looktng at him. She could see his face in the street
light through the window. I'm lucky, she was thinking.
Those girls. They don't know.what they'll get. I
know what I've got and what I'~e had. I've been a
lucky woman. Him saying like a loggerhead, I'm glad
it was a arm and not a leg. I wouldn't like him to
have lost a leg. 12 4
Cha pter Thir'teen is written in the d ra mat ic mode point of
view again, until Harry enters the picture, Bnd then every
thing is seen through his eyes, Bnd
again one cannot trust the dialogue.
revealed.

~s

filtered out, Bnd once
There are no thoughts

Chapter Fourteen offers nothing new in respect

to point of view, for it is written in selective
third person,

wit~

Harry as focal character.

omn~science,

Chapter

Fifteen again reverts to m'11tiDle selective omniscience to
reveal Freddy's thoughts:

123Ibid., p. 111..
l24Ibid., p. 114.
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All this time the writer sat there with 8 sort
of stupid look on his face except when he'd look at
his 1.-life admiringly. Anyone would have to be a
writer or a F.E.R.A. man to have a wife look like
that, Freddy thought. God, isn't she awful?
Just then in came Albert.
n.Where's Harry?"
"Down at the dock."
"Thanks," seid Albert.
He went out ahd the wife and the writer kept on
sitting there and Freddy stood there worrying about
the boat an~ ~hinking how his legs hurt from standing
up all day.12:;>
Harry is still the focal character, but the dialogue is in
the dramatic mode.

Harry leaves in the middle of this

chapter, and the narrative continues with the scene in the
bar.

The point of view really belongs to no one character.

Freddy now, is the focal character, but the dialogue centers
on the Gordons.
avoided.

All references to Harry and his problems are

Freddy listens to the converstion but does not

take an active interest in it:
"How's the work?" Laughton asked Richard
Gordon.
"I'm going all right," Gordon said. "How are
you doing?"
"James won't work," I-lrs. Laughtn(J said. "He
just drinks."
"Say, who is this Professor Hac itlalsey?"
Laughton asked.
"Oh, he's some sort of professor economics
I think, on a sabaticel year or something. He's a
friend of Helen's."
"I like him," srid Helen Gordon.
"I like him, too "s'aid Mrs.' Laughton.
"I liked him fir~t," Helen Gordon said happily. 126
Ohapter Sixteen throuih Eighteen ere the chapters which
describe the action in which Harry fights the Cubans, and is

l2}Ibid., p. 337.
l26Ibid., p. 139.
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fatally wounded.

The point of view is consistent in

these chapters.

It is selective omniscience, Harry Morgan

the focal character, and the only one wh<X'b thoughts ere ever
revealed.

There are two places where Hemingway makes small

'diversions in point of view, however.

At the end of 6hapter

Seventeen, Richard Gordon enters the narrative again.

The

point of view is editorial omniscience, for the narrative
sU6gests that the narrator knows more then any of the
characters do.

This negligence in point of view is slight,

but it does occur, and does not help the illusion:
Down tbe strret Richord Gordon was on his
way to the Bradley's big winter home. He was
ho~in~ Mrs. Bradley would be alone.
She would
.be. Mrs. Bradley collected writers as well as
their books but Richard Gordon did not know this
yet. His. own wofe was. on her way home walking
along the beach. She had not run into John
MacWalsey. Perhaps he would come by t~e house. 127
The second diversion is not as serious as the first, but it
is disconcerting.

What happens is that at the end of

Chapter Eighteen the point of view slips into interior
thoug~ts

monologue again.

We read the inner

the last time)

he lies dying in his boat, ano this adds

8S

of Harry (for

to the already cluttered authorial authority:
It's crowded, he thought. That's what it is,
it's crowded. Then~ he thought, I wonder what she'll
do. I wonder what Marie will do? Maybe they'll pay
her the rewards. God damn that Cuban. She'll get
along, I guess. She's a smart woman. I guess we
would all have gotten along. I guess it was nuts all
right. I guess I bit off too much more than I could
chew. I shouldn't have tried it. I had it all right
up to the end. Nobody'll know how it hap)ened. I

12 7Ibid . , p. ] . 50

.
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wish I could do something about Marie. Plenty
money on this boat. I d~n't even know how much. 128
The most remarkable change in point of view in To Have
end Have Not occurs in Chapter Nineteen.

Harry Morgen almost

disappears from the story from the novel; the story focuses
around other characters, specificly Richard Gordon.

Harry

Morgan's problem has been resolved, and now another problem
has been introduced.

The point of view is selective om

niscience, but the reader is aware of the mental state of
Richard Gordon, and witnesses his psychological turmoil.
Harry Morgan's story becomes a side issue at this point.
Chapter Twenty goes

tempo~rily

back to Harry, but the point

of view is dramatic mode, all scenic, with no consciousness
revealed.

Chapter Twenty-one resumes Richard Gordon's story

now told in this dramatic mode.

There is no pretence to

make the narrative connected with the problem of Harry Morgan
any morc.

In Chapter Twenty-two, Richard Gordon's thoughts

are revealed, and towards the end of the chapter, the point
of view shifts to Professor MacWalsey. and one is given an
insight into his mind:
He watched Richard Gordon lurching down the
street until he was out of sight in the shadow
from the big trees whose branches dipped down to
grow into the ground like roots. What he was think
ing es he watched him, was not pleasant. It is a
mortal sin, he thought, a grave and deadly sin and
a great cruelty, and while technically one's religion
may -permit the ultimate result, I cannot pardon myself. 129

128 Ibid., p. 174- .
129 Ibid ., p.221.
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Chapter Twenty-three is dramatic mode again, with Harry
as focal character, even though he is not rational.

For the

Harry Morgan part of the book, this chapter is the logical
stopping place.

His problems have been solved; there seems

to be no place left to go.
Hemingway chose to go on with the. story by using a
multiple selective omniscient point of view to reveal the
lives of some of the other inhebitants of the area.

The

thematic purpose is obvious, but, structurally, it is a
disaster to the novel as a whole, because it is unneeded.
Harry Morgan is dead.

Several character's thoughts ere

revealed in the c0ncluding chapters, including Harry's
wife, but all of it is anti-climatic, regardless of the
point of view.

In the very lSRt chp.pter of the book,

Hemingway attempts to revert to the objectivity he was
trying to achieve at the beginning of the book.

The scene

is presented in third person, present tence, no focal
chenacter, and no consciousness at all:
Through the window you could see the sea looking
hard and blue end white in the winter li~ht.
A large white yacht was coming inte the harbor
and seven miles out on the horizon y~u could see a
tanker, small and neat in profile against the blue
sea, hugging the reef as she made to the westward to
keep from wasting fuel against the streem. 1 3 0
Although To Have and Have Not has:s controlling theme,
a loosely connected plot, and good character development, the
book is ineffective because of the shifting point of view.

13 0 Ibid., p.120.
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There are eleven major changes in the point of view:

it

changes from (1) selective omniscience, to (2) "I" as
protagonist, to (3) dramatic mode, Hfrry as focal character,
to (4) multiple selective omniscience, to (5) "I" as
~itness, Albert speaking,

to (6) silective Omniscience, Harry

as focal character, to (7) multiple selective omniscience,
Marie as focal character, to (8) selective omniscience,
Robert Jordon as focal character, to (9) dramatic mode,
no focal character, to (10) multiple selective omnscience,
no focal character, and to (11) the effaced narrator.
o~her

In

, ,~j

words, the point of view runs the complete scale in

objectivity.

1

This progression of points of view is similar

in style to Death in the Afternoon.

It is nothing like the

method used in Green Hills of Africa, except that Green
Hills of Africa uses "I" as protagonist consistently, Bnd

"I

l

'I
"

To Have and Have Not; yet, in the short stories the point

~ ~I

-I

,j

'I

of view is consistent throughout.

From the standpoint of

point of view, then, To Have and Have Not is a failure,

----------

in

the same respect as Death in the Afternoon and "The Snows
of Kilimanjaro ll were failures'in their perticular genre.
Green Hills of Africa is an improvement over Death in the
Afternoon, and "The Snows of Kilimanjaro ll in establishing
a poi nt of vi ew.

In To Ha ve and Have Not Hemingvlsy is

experimenting once again in preparation for For Whom the

-- -----

Bell Tolls, and it, like Green Hills of Africa and "The Short
EapIJY Life of Francis Macomber," is an improvement in use
of point of view over the preceding work in the same genre.

Il
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Hemingway began writing For
Whom
the
--- - Bell
- - Tolls right
after the publication of To HDve and Have Not, and published
it in 1940.

Most critics agree that it is Hemingway's best

novel, and the climax in hIs career.l31

It is certainly more

ertisticly effective then -To Have
·end Have Not and the non
- -- ----fiction works. 132 It is the only one of his long works that
is carefully constructed. 133 The point of view in the novel,
for the most pert, is selective omniscience, with occasional
periods of multiple selective omniscience.

It is written

entirely in third person, and therefore provides the immediacy
and the objectivity Hemingway had been trying to achieve in
the other works.
The narrator in For Whom the Bell Tolls is free to move
from charr,c.ter to character, "shoT.-ling the cornman elements
in the respective views which each of them has of the action."13LL
To Have ..E!..nd Have Not, one may say, also has this capability,
but in order to accomplish it several different points of
view were used.

This

i~

the structural difference between

the two novels, and it can be said that For Whom the Bell
Tolls enjoys a narretive technique that is well chosen in
respect to its theme, "and applied with sufficient attention
to the demands of Y'ealism to create, on the whole, a steady

13 1Atkins,
13 2Ray,

Ope

Ope

cit., p. 73;

cit., p. 573.

133Levin, ~~. ci~., p. 115.
13Lma 11 i d BY,

0

p. (' it., o. 215.
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and powerfully artistic illusion.,,13:;'
There is nothing careless, or unstudied about For Whom
the Bell Tolls. 136 For the first time since A Farewell to
Arms, Hemingway has written

B

novel that is controlled, end

is a total integration of subject matter with technique, and
ultimately, with theme.

If the subject truly should dictate

the method, as Percy Lubbock maintains, then For Whom the
Bell Tolls is Hemingway's most artistic work is his seerch
for his mystical "fifth dimension," his seerch for objectivity,
Elnd finally his search for "truth" in fietion.
The greatest pert of For Whom the Bell Tolls is written
in third person selective omniscience, with Robert Jordon
as the protagonist and focal character.

Everything is seen

through his consciousness, and all the action, consequently,
is judged by the reeder to be filtered through the biases
of Robert Jordon, for it is his story.

In this manner, there

is no confusion about how one should judge the narrative,

for one knowS the

per~on21ity

and the psycholosical make-up

of the consciousness through whose eyes the story is being
related.

Chapter One through Eight are ell-written in

this same point of view, with no changes in distance between
the author and hi sst ory, Bnd between the author and the
reader:
"You have that many years?" Robert Jordon asked,

--_._._-----
135Ibid., p. 216.
13 6Sc horer, Loc. cit.
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seeing that now, for the moment, it would be all
right to make it go eesier.
"Sixty-eight in the month of July." •.••
He remembered nOH noticing, without realizing
it, that Pablo's trousers were worn soapy shiny ~n
the knees and thighs. I wonder if he has a pair of
boots or if he rides in those alpargotas, he thought.
He must have quite en outfit. But I don't like that
sadness, he thou~ht. Thet sadness is bad. That's
the sadnel~ they set before they qUit or before the
sell-out. j7
The only thoughts revealed are those of Robert Jordon, and
all of the emotional states of the other chrracters are
edited through Robert Jordon's consciousness.

In the above

quote, the evaluation of Pablo's sadness is solely Robert
Jordon's.
the

His is the only point of view the reader has, and

story must be based upon that point of view.

Any

solutions, or evaluations, either moral or physical, must
occur through Robert Jordon and no one else.

Once the reader

is aware of this the illusion of the story is believable,
Bnd the narretive reads as if it is actually occurring.

l'llio
I'I~

;·11l

In Chapter Ten there is a slight change in point of view,
when Pilar tells her story of the adventures of Pablo.

She

is telling the story in first person "I" as witness to Robert
Jordon and Maria.

Hemingway had practiced this technique

in Death in the Afternoon, but in this book there is not a
disruption in the nrrrative, for the subject of Pilar's
story and the subject of the b00k are compatible.

It is a

long story that Pilar tells, but it is consistent with the
selection omniscient point of view, because one never

se~s

l37Ernes t Hemingway, For Whom_.the Bell:. Jolls, p. 12.

illi,1

~:Ill
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the thoughts of Pilar, and all the narrative is still edited
by Robert Jordon.

Pilar is relating a conversation she

witnessed between Pablo and some civilians:
"'You,' seid Pablo to the one who stood
neares t him.
''I'ell me how it works. '
"'Pull the small lever down,' the man said
in a very dry voice.
'Pull the lever back and let
it snap forward.'
"'What is the receiver?' asked Pablo, and he
looked at the four civiles.
'What is the receiver?'
"'The black on too of the action.'
"Pablo pulled it back, but it stuck.
Iitlhat now?'
he .said.
'It; is .jammec. You have lied to me.'
"'Pull it farther back and let it snap lightly
forward,' the civil said, and I have never heard
such 8 tone of voicR' It was grayer then a morning
without sunshine. 3~
end then later some of her own observations:
"The \-lindoH was open and up the square from the
Fond a I could ~·jear a women crying. I Hent out on the
balcony standing there in my bare feet on the iron
and the moon shone on the faces of all the buildings
of the sou are end the crying was coming from the
belcony of the h~use of Don Guillermo. It was his
Hife and she Has on the balcony kneelins and crying.
"I told lr0u that you should not hBve listened,"
Pilar said.
'See. I did not want you to he~r it.
Now you will have bad dre8ms."
"No," seid Maria. "But I do not H8nt you to hear
more."
"I wish you Honld tell me of it sometime,"
Robert Jordon s8id. 1 39
Chapters Fourteen and Fifteen employ mUltiple selective
omniscient point of view, but not a complete change.

Robert

Jordon is still the fOC81 character, but nOH the reader is
permitted to see the thoughts of Pilar:
He was often frightened in his sleep and she

l38l~l~., p. 101.
139Ibid., 9. 129.

"III;
1;11't:
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would feel his hand grip tightly and see the sweet
bead on his forehead and if he woke, s:"e s aid, "It IS
nothing," and he slept 8?ain. She was with him thus
five· years and never was unfaithful to him, that is
almost never, and then after the funeral, she took
up with Pablo who led picador horses in the ring and
was like all the bulls that Finito had spent his life
killing. But neither bull force nor bull courage
lasted, she knew now, end whet did Ie at? I last:t4
she thought. Yes I have lasted. But for what? 9
I

Interruptions of this kind are very brief and do not detract
from the over-all atmosphere of the story, even if Robert
Jordon is not aware of what is going on.

At the beginning

of Chapter Fifteen the SEme thing occurs, only this time it
is the

thou~hts

of Anselmo th8t are revealed:

If I stay here much longer I will freeze, he
thought, and that will be of no value. The Ingles
told me to stay until I was relieve~ but he did not
know then about this storm. There has been no
abnormal movement on the road and I know the dis
positions and the habits of this post at the saw
mill acrossl~~e road. I should go now to _the
camp. • • •
Later in this chapter the thoughts of Robert Jordon are
revealed as well, which is the main characteristic of
multiple selective omniscience.

Robert Jordon is still the

foc81 character, and as soon as he arrives on the scene the
reader forgets about the petty worries of Anselmo .

•

For the next ten chapters, from Chapters Sixteen through
Twenty-six, the point of view is selective omniscience again,
with only the thoughts of Robert Jordon revealed.
In Chapter Twenty-seven, the only major interruption

140 I bid., P . 129 .
141Ibid., p. 191.
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in the book occurs.

The narrative leaves the immediate

environment of Robert Jordon, and goes to the battle between
Sardo end Berrendo.

The point of view is multiple selective

omniscience, and the thoughts of both men are revealed:
Julian is dead, Lieutenant Ber~endo was thinking.
Dead there on the slope of such 8 day as this is.
And this foul mouth stands there brinGing more ill
fortune with his blasphemies.
Now the captain stopped shouting end turned to
Lieutenant Berrendo. His eyes looked stranger than
ever.
"Paco," he said, ha:1pily, "you and I will go up
there."
"Not me."
"What?" the captain had h s pistol out again.
I hete these pistol brand shers, Berrendo was
thinking. They cannot give an order without jerking
a gun out. They probably pullout their pistols
when they ~R to the toilet. and order the move they
-will make. '.1-2
And s few pases later one is given the thoughts of Sardo, to
give a picture of both sides of the bettIe:
El Sardo did not hear them. He was covering
the down-slope edge of the boulder with his automatic
rifle and he was thinking: when I see him he will be
runn~ng already and I will miss him if I am not
careful. I could shoot·be~ind him all across that
stretch. I should swIng the gun with him and ahead
of the rock end swing just ahead of him. Then he
felt a touch on his shoulder and he turned and saw the
grey, fear-drained face of Joaquin and he looked wher~1 3
the boy was pointing Bnd saw the three planes coming. ~
By Chapter Twenty-nine, however, the n2rrative has re
turned to Robert Jordon's problems, and it stays with him
to the conclusion of the book, all in selective omniscience.
Pablo is the only character whnse thoughts are not
14 2 Ibid., p. 318.
143Ibid., p. 320.
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revealed anywhere in the book.

One must, and does, deduce

his mental states from the dialogue end the evaluations
of the other characters.

Maria's thou6hts are briefly

revealed only once, and apnropriately enough, in the last
'chapter:
Maria caught him finally and brought him
back, shivering, trembling, his chest dark with
sweat, the saddle down, and coming back through
the trees she heard shloting below and she thought
I cannot stand this any longer.
I cannot live not
knowing any longer.
I cannot breathe and my
mouth is so dry.
And I am afraid end I am no good
and I frighten the horses and only caught this
horse by hazard because he knocked the saddle
down himself· kicking into the stirrups and now as
I get the saddle4~p, Oh, God, I do not know.
I
cannot bear it. l 4
This revelation is no different than the revelations of
Pilar, Anselmo, Sordo, and Berrendo.

They are all very

brief, and one realizes that they are consistent with the
characterization, plot Bnd theme.

There is no real major

shift in point of view when these revelations occur, except
in the case of the Sordo battle, where, though maybe not
justifiable in respect to point of view, it fits remarkably
into the total effect of the novel, not as a story in
itself, but as a metaphor for the Jordon story.
the point of view in For Whom the Bell

~olls

In any case,

is, for the

most part, third person selective omniscience, and

t~is

consistency is one main factor which makes it the great novel
the t i t is.
The difference between To Have and Have Not and For Whom

l441bid., p. L~l~ 9 •
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the Bell Tolls is as great as any two novels can possibly be,
yet the latter might not have been possible without the former.
Hemingway had to first experirnent with various points of
view to discover which is the most effective for his writing
style.

He had to find a method in which he could objectify

his empirical material and provide the verisimilitude and the
illusion of reality that he wanted.

He searched for these

methods in the worRs between 1930 end 1940, and finally
applied all that he had learned to For Whcm

th~

Bell Tolls.

CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion

The purpose of

t~is

thesis was to examine the works of

Ernest Hemingway between the years of 1930 and 1940, in
respect to point of view,

and to show that there is a pro

gression towards a more objective method from Death in the
Afternoon to For
Whom --the ---.
Bell Tolls.
- ----

The truth of this

statement has been illustrated from both the critics of
Hemingway's works, and from the works themselves.

This is

a period of transition for Hemingway, and a search for a
more objective way of presenting his literary ideas.
The works prior to For Whom the Bell
experiment in point of view.
different

point~

ominscience,

(1) editorial

(3) neutral omniscience,

(2) focal character,

(5) "I" as protagonist,

selective omniscience,

are an

These works employ nine

of view, which are:

(4) "I" as witness,

Toll~

(6) mnltiple

(7) selective omniscience,

dramatic mode, and (9) the camera.

(8)

All nine of these points

of view did not occur in everyone of the works, but in terms
of objectivity they were used in a progressive order as they
are presented above.

The first point of view is the most

subjective, and the laft is the most objective.

During

t~is

ten year period, Hemingway went from a consistent use of
number one, with ocassional interruptions, to a consistent
use of numbers seven end eight.
became more objective through e

In other words, his writing
controll~d

use of point of
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view.
During this peri6d, hemingway experimented with various
types of points of view.

Death in the Afternoon wes the first

serious attempt to write efter !::. Farewell to Arms was finished,
and the extremely intricate structure of this "non-fiction"

bo~k makes it unsuccessful from the stcndpoint of form. 145
Green Hills_ of t\fricEl is an improvement in a structural
sense, but tte point of view is still inappropriate for what
Hemingway was trying to achieve.
The two short stories, liThe Snows of Kilimanjaro" and
"The Short Happy Life of Francis Nacomber," brought him a
step closer to his goal, for they provided

~im

the vehicle

to use both his empirical material as well as his imagination,
end to express the two in a third person narrator.
is that the short

~tories

The result

are much more successful as an

objective expression of reality than the non-fiction books.
Hemingway's next step was to write a novel, which was
To Have and Have Not, a much better book than Green Hills
of Africa,146
be called

B

and an expsnded short story, long enough to

novel, and yet a failure in point of view.

Structurally, To Have

~nd Hav~ Not is awkward Bnd inconsistent. 147

It seems to deny any evidence that Hemingway had learned
anything about form in the past eight years; yet, the brief

145Curtis Patterson, Review of Death in the Afternoon,
Town and Country, LXXXXVII(1932), 50.
-- --Ulteyril COUlnolly, Review of To Have and Have Not, New
Statesm8n and Nation, XIV(1937), 6Ob.
147Louis Kronenberger, Review of To Have and Have Not,
Nation, CXLV(1937), 439-440.
-- ---_.- ---

9Z
flashes of objectivity in the selective omniscient parts of
the other books, show that the knowledge was there.
For Whom the Bell Tolls is Hemingway's last book of the
period, and it is his best book in respect to point of view.
It is written in third person, selective omniscience, with
no evidence that the Buthor has a controlling voice in the
narr'ati ve.
The greet difference between the point of view in Death
in the Afternoon end the point of view in For Whom the Bell
Tolls, as an over-all structurr.l device, is very evident.
Deatb: in the Afternoon was a preparation for writing a good
fictional work and For Whom the Bell Tolls

l' was

his finest

achievement only in the sense that he now has perfected his
extraordinary technical facility and touched some moments
of action with a fictionBl suspence."Uf- 8
There are sections in the non-fication books in which the
point of view is similar to that used in the later fictional
works.

In Green
- - -Hills
- - -of
- Africa, Hemingway tries to graft

the two genres into a new form, which was not entirely
successful either.
ap~lied

Finally, he returned to fiction, and he

what he hed leErned from the non-fiction in respect

to point of view.
The point of view becomes more consistent with each book
during this period.

It is consistent not only with the form,

but also with itself within the works.

It has been stated

l48Alvah Bessie, Review of For Whom the Bell Tolls, New
Masses, XXXVII(1940) , 26.
--- ---- ---- ---
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in this thesis that Hemingway experimented with point of
view in the non-fiction Bnd used what he learned from this
experimentation in For Whom the Bell Tolls, which has a
great sustained effort end effect, and which proves it is a
more mature and artistic work of literature than any of the
preceding books in the same period.
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